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With the improvement in computer technology, Computer Aided Diagnosis 
(CAD) is becoming an increasingly more powerful tool for radiologists. The focus 
of this project was on CAD of pulmonary miliary tuberculosis. Several methods 
for enhancing lung textures were discussed as an aid to the radiologist in diag-
nosing miliary TB. Some statistical approaches and template matching methods 
were used to measure characteristics of both healthy and unhealthy (miliary TB) 
lung textures. These measurements were evaluated to see if a computer can be 
programmed to differentiate between lung texture from a healthy lung and lung 
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Conrad Wilhelm Rontgen's discovery of X-rays and their properties [39, 13], in 
1895, made it possible for physicians to examine internal organs of their patients 
without the trauma of surgery. This discovery revolutionized medical diagnosis as 
we know it today and lead to him being the first person to receive the Nobel prize, 
in 1901. Rontgen's discovery in fact made him the very first person to do medical 
imagery, a field which is still developing at an impressive rate as new applications 
and methods are being devised. 
Despite many types of examinations being replaced by Computer aided Tomogra-
phy (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans, chest X-rays still remain 
the most common form of radiology [40]. This is due to the vast amount of in-
formation that can be learned about a patient's health from the chest X-ray. Many 
forms of lung disease can be diagnosed from examination of the lung images. Tu-
berculosis is one of the many diseases that is primarily diagnosed through the use 
of chest X-rays. 
Tuberculosis (TB) has been the main cause of death in many countries, and indeed 
world wide [14]. The disease primarily affects the lungs, where it can cause severe 
damage and scarring. The bacterium causing the infection, tubercle bacillus, can 
be identified in the sputum of an infected patient, however this is only possible 
after the infection has caused open ulcers in the lungs. At this point the disease it 
very contagious as it can become airborne when the patient coughs. Louis Pasteur 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
discovered that micro-organisms caused disease and fermentation in the mid 19th 
century [12]. Later Robert Koch's discovery that consumption, now known as 
Tuberculosis, was in fact caused by a bacterium [11]. These important discoveries 
meant that most cases of TB could be cured, provided they were diagnosed early 
enough. A chest X -ray remains the best method for diagnosing the disease in 
its early stages. 93% of all recognized cases of TB are diagnosed with a chest 
examination [40]. 
Pasteur and Koch's contribution to medicine resulted in the decline of the rate 
of TB cases from the mid 19th century until fairly recently. In the mid 1980's 
there was a dramatic change. Most African countries south of the Sahara have 
had extremely high rates, and even in the United States, the United Kingdom, 
and some other first world countries, the number of TB cases each year has been 
increasing [30]. This is primarily attributed to the spread of HIV. 
Early diagnosis is critical for fast and effective treatment but in their early stages, 
most diseases can be very difficult to detect. Even a highly skilled radiologist will 
make mistakes, or overlook vital, but faint, detail, resuiting in an incorrect diag-
nosis. Furthermore, people performing highly repetitive tasks, for example doing 
a mass screening for TB, often loose concentration and begin to make mistakes at 
an increasing rate. 
Krupinski [7] found that having a second radiologist re-evaluate images decreased 
the number of incorrect classifications. This solution is, however, cost-intensive 
as it requires an additional human assessment of each patient by a highly qualified 
professional. 
Since the industrial revolution there has been a strong drive to create machines 
that could do tasks typically associated with people more effectively. Although 
this caused mass unemployment in some cases, there are also cases where the 
benefits far outweighed the negatives. Why, for instance, endanger people by 
sending them into highly dangerous situations, when a robot can do the same job 
as well, if not better. Thus, in 1967 a robotic lunar lander, called Surveyer III, 
landed on the moon. This provided a safe method for sampling the surface of 
the moon and in turn the information gained, made it safer for the 1969, manned, 
Apollo 11 moon landing. 
2 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
More generally, however, the industrial revolution freed people from doing bor-
ing, highly repetitive tasks. The advantages have been, not only that persons have 
been able to concentrate on more creative activities, but that mundane and repet-
itive tasks could be performed tirelessly and with extreme accuracy by mindless 
machines. 
Thus machines have improved the working conditions and efficiency of certain 
endeavours. Such machines should, therefore, be regarded as tools. Similar tools, 
specifically designed to perform routine diagnoses, can be used in radiology; al-
lowing the radiologist to concentrate on more complex problems [7]. 
Radiology is a field that has seen many advances in the tools it uses. In 1917 J. 
Radon proved that three dimensional objects can be created from an infinite set of 
two dimensional projections [32]. This was the start of tomography, which allows 
the radiologist to make an image of a slice through a patient. Since then computers 
have been used to improve the quality and speed of tomography. The resulting 
images are called computer aided tomography (CAT), or computer tomography 
(CT), scans. 
With the constant advancement of computer technology, there has been an increas-
ing integration of computers into the field of radiology. Apart from computers 
being used to acquire and reconstruct images, many tools have been, and still are 
being, developed to aid the radiologist. This general and varied field of applica-
tions is referred to as computer aided diagnosis (CAD). The Three main areas of 
CAD research fall into the following categories: enhancement, segmentation and 
analysis. 
Enhancement of images or details of images is specifically done to make objects 
easier to see in an image. The principle problem is the difficulty in evaluating the 
effectiveness of enhancing an image. Measuring the image quality can be used 
to evaluate some image enhancement algorithms. Henrichsen [2] looks at edge 
effects as a measure of image quality. Bernardini and Kovacevic [31] measure the 
amount of structured noise in an image to determine the quality of an image. Im-
age quality also depends on the the acquisition and storage of images. Okumura et 
al [3] investigate the effects of directly digitizing microscopic images. They noted 
that microscopic images had a different spatial frequency than regular images, and 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
therefore got distorted more by image compression algorithms such as IPEG. 
Suzuki et al [16] investigated contrast mapping to improve diagnostic quality of 
images displayed on CRT monitors. Although the images were enhanced, the 
luminescence of CRT displays is considerably less than that of the light boxes 
used to view X-ray films. This does not effect the viewing of bones, but to view 
dark regions it is necessary to make the room much darker. They also noted that 
other enhancement processes held major prospects for improving the diagnostic 
performance of digital images. 
To overcome the inherent difficulties of evaluating the results of image enhance-
ment, Cagnoni and Poli [34] used an interactive genetic algorithm to evolve 
pseudo colour enhancement algorithms. They found that the user input improved 
the efficiency of the genetic algorithm. Poli [33] also used genetic algorithms for 
enhancement, feature detection and image segmentation by considering each task 
as a image filtering problem. By setting criteria for the fitness functions, he was 
able to produce results which outperformed neural networks. 
Enhancement can also be used as a preprocessing tool to help segmentation al-
gorithms. Li et al [9] used wavelet analysis to enhance and segment misidenti-
fications in digital mammograms. As breast cancer accounts for more deaths in 
females, than any other cancer, it has seen a significant amount of research [25]. 
Early diagnosis can dramatically improve results in the treatment of this form of 
cancer. 
Segmentation is used to define specific regions in images, this is often coupled 
with measurement algorithms. Koeslag [4] used a simple threshold to segment 
and measure the dilation of the ventricles of the brain. Dian [6] used adaptive 
thresholds in a knowledge based system to segment different parts of the body in 
a full body X-ray image. Reinhardt et al [23] used a maximum-likelihood and 
model based method to estimate the radius of airways in chest CT images. This 
method takes into account the blurring of edges in X-ray images, which improves 
the accuracy of the measurements over the half-max method. Automation of this 
process significantly increases the speed and accuracy of the measurements. There 
have been investigations of methods for the automatic detection of lung nodules, 
for the early detection of lung cancer [10]. 
4 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Measurement algorithms are used to measure objects and details in images. Often 
the measurements are traditionally done by hand, but the accuracy and speed of 
these measurements can be improved by automating them. Computers can also be 
used to make measurements that the human eye can not perform effectively, for 
example quantitative texture analysis. Vincent [24] used granulometry to measure 
lung texture in the CAD of silicosis, a lung disease often found in coal miners. 
Scott [29] used image registration and subtraction to measure the symmetry in 
medical images. 
Image registration is used to warp two similar images so that mutual information 
in the images are in the same locations in both images. Declerck et al [15] used 
image registration to measure the orientation of the heart in single photon emis-
sion CT images. Automating this process decreased the variation in measurements 
caused by the operator. Zhang and Huang [17] used a statistical measure of in ten-
sity distribution and edge orientation to automatically recognize and remove the 
background from X-ray images. 
In this project several methods were investigated to determine their value for com-
puter aided diagnosis of miliary TB. Image enhancement algorithms were investi-
gated to determine their effectiveness at enhancing textures in the lungs. Effective 
enhancement of lung textures may make the early diagnosis of lung diseases eas-
ier for the radiologist. Algorithms for analyzing lung textures were evaluated to 
determine if a computer could be used in a mass screening for miliary TB. Such a 
system would remove some of the human error inherent in such routine diagnosis. 
The diagnosis of miliary TB is a relatively simple task for a radiologist to per-
form. If a computer can be programmed to perform this simple task, this process 
can be extended to solve other more sophisticated problems. General computer 
aided diagnosis is to broad a problem to be solved at this time. This might become 
















The Data Set 
It is important to understand the properties of a data set in order to be able to 
effectively process the information. In an image processing project, like this one, 
everything from the manner in which the images are acquired, developed, scanned 
into a computer and stored has profound effects on the information in the images 
[18]. 
2.1 X-rays used in Radiology 
A huge step in medical diagnosis was the discovery of X-rays, and the invention 
of the machines necessary for using them to make X-ray images of people. This 
allowed physicians to be able to look 'inside' a patient without surgical proce-
dures. X-rays pass easily through less dense objects, such as air and water, but 
get more readily absorbed by denser objects like bone and metal. Because of this, 
X-ray images are lightest where fewer X-rays have passed through the object, and 
darker where more X-rays have passed through the object to hit the photographic 
plate. The ability of X-rays to penetrate an object is dependent on the frequency of 
the X-rays. The higher the frequency the more transparent an object is to X-rays. 
When X-rays encounter a dense object, some rays pass through the object, some 













Chapter 2: The Data Set 
the ob~ct in the developed image. This blurring is sigmficantly reduced by pulting 
a lead grid in front ofthe photographic plate, .<0 that only X-rays travelling parallel 
to !he holes in (m, grid, will affect t~ tinal image. However this means (hat the 
X-ray dosage has !O be increa.>cd significantly in order to get eoough X-rays to 
hit the photographic plate. Th:; grid can sometimes be .,een in the imagc_ A finc 
"""ieal pattern can be :;ccn in Figure 2.1 resulting from the lead grid uscd to filter 
the X-rays after passing through (he patient. 
nguro 2.1, A fi." ,.,tio.1 p;>\4"'" r""u~i"~ from the kod irid .",d 10 fikor tho 
X-ray, belo«: they hit the phocog.-.phic plate. 
Waveleng th and penL>tration i., dependent on the generating voltage and can be var-
ioo depending on the application. X-ray., generated by low voltage., have longer 
wavelengths and peneuate object' to a le.<ser extent than X-ray., generated using 
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Chapter 2: Th~ Oata Sd 
a higher volt.ag~. In radiological applications the lowest voltages are used for 
application, concerning sof[ ti,we. A typical application using low voltages is 
mammogmphy. Mammography is done in the range of 2.') to 45 kilovolt,. Most 
examill<ltions. including chest X-rays. are done in the 100 to I 2.') kilovolt TOnge. 
Voltag~ is not the ooly factor in taking an X.ray. TIle intensity of the radiation 
C".1n be varied by changing the ClUTent ktween the anode and cathode of the X-my 
tu~. It is aIm absolutely important that the patient remain ab,olutely motionl~" 
during the exposure. 'While every etlorl should h. made to reduce patient motion 
to a minimum, it cannot be eliminated completely. The patient can be instrocted 
to hold their breath. but the heart will C<lntinue to pUmp and ca use a blurring. 
Duration of the exposure is therefor aIM) a factor. The shorter the exposure. the 
higher the amperage used. Typically the current used in diallnmtic work is in the 
200 to 500 milliamp range. 
X-rays taken at different senings. of voltage and amperage, rxoduce different 
looking images. Unfortunately the settings used to take a chest X-ray depend 
largely on the machine and the X-ray WIIrce being used. 
The developing of the images i, similar to pholOgraphic techniques and is carried 
out in a dark room. The film used i, typically a silver halide photographic emul-
;ion on a cellulose acetate base. generally refen-"d to as silver acetate. Over the 
years the sensitivity and durability of this film has been improved. Thi,' develop-
ment has been partly a result of the developing technique changing. Developing 
techniques have also been automated. but evidence of people handling X-rays is 
still present in the image" Figure 2.2 ,hows a number of marks and fingerpriuts 
in a chest X-ray, The,e m:trks were caused during Or.oou after the images were 
developed. 
1be images in the data set for this project were taken from the Groote Schuur X-
ray library. The images in this liJxary were arrdnged iu different clas.e" dependiug 
on the feature:; in the image. Some oftlIe images in these classes c~me from other 
ho:;pital . and date back as far as 1960. These images have a number of c:kfects 
that have a negative effect On a C<lmpUter aic:kd diagnosis algorithm. The defect:; 
pre,ent in tttis data set were varied. and included: FingerplinlS (:;ee Figure 2.2), 
scratch~s (see Figure 2.3), smears (:;ee Figure 2.4) and writing on the image «ee 
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Chapter 2: Thc Data SC( 
• 
Fipe< 2.2: A ""'"OCr of IIIlOrh .Ild fill~<rprill" Oil Oil x.,,)". 'The"" marl..> were 
c""",,,d .itber oorillg tl>o de>olopmellt 1"""""'" or ohort()" ~It", it. 
Figure 2.5). Th.,;e defect, were all cau,~d after the imag~ had be~n develDped. 
The contrast Df the image is affect~d by lhe voltage and current ",tting.' of the X-
ray machine and can alw be altered during the developing proce". The contrast' 
in Figure 2.6 wer~ such thaI !he edges of the lungs could no( be clearly dcfincd. 
TIle contra,t in the dark region of Figure 2.7 (shown by lh~ arrow) wa. very low 
in comparison to the rest of the imag~, Tbc texture of (he lungs in lhis section 
could not 00 dfeclively analy~cd, 
Other artifact, in the mlage.' were caused ~ven before the X-ray "'as talen. Figure 
2.8 shows a number of anifact, camed by electrode, on the patient, chest. The 
location and type of artifacls that are cau",d by objocts on Or in the pali~nls body 
are unpredictable. As a ,"".,uh these artifacts CauSe probl~ms wh~n a compul..r 
programme tries to analyze the image,. 
X-tay plate:; ha\'c to be digitized before lh ~y can be processed. Th~,e plat.,; can 
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Chapter 2: The Data Set 
/ 
• 
Figu ... 2.3: S<ratch morh were c:,">e<i in • _i <l)' man""",. ond the <>Ider tile 
;m"lle ;, til< IlI01~ li~.I}' that 'tte ,,,,I,,,,. oft .. ;''''ie h .. l,.on dOIn-
"goo. 
not ~ ,canned by conventi()nal ,canner<, a, the acaate is very reflective. To 
avoid lhi. problem. the scanners built kJ scan X-ray, use lasers instead of the 
conventional light ,ource" A Lumysj. scanner wa, used to scan the images in 
this data ,et. Artifacts were also caused by mechanical problems with th~ Scanner. 
Figure 2.9 soow, arlifa~ts caused by a problem with the rotation ofthe mirror used 
to dd!"ct the laser beam during scanning. The image, with these artifacts were 
useless. but often Ie-scanning wived the problem. 
Finally. artifacL, can aiM> be C811'",j by the compression algorithms llsed t() store 
the images once they are in a c()mputer. For this project the data set was stored 
as 14 bit raw images. As the raw image has no compression there wos no loss of 
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Chapter 2: The Data Set 
• 
infmmati,," 
2.2 11113gc Classification 
As [he images in [he library were u'ed as a learning aid for medical 'tudent', 
often the c"""" had more than just 000 pathology present. Also many of [he case 
,tmlie, showed a series of images of the same patient a, the di ,ea><e [)fOgressed, 
and so often [here were healthy images in a case study of a per<on with miliary TB. 
Sometimes a per<O!l with miliary TB had also acquired a """,onciary disea,., . Some 
of the,e ,econdary di~e, ob5Cure the dfect, of the original disease. which made 
computer unable to C<IrOCtly proce,s [he,;" images. 
As a result of these problems, it wa, necessary to have the data set correctly da>--
sifted. A small. 300 by JO) pixel Noel. was selected from each of the image, 
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Chapter 2, The Data Set 
F'igure2.5: A, the,o images COIrlO IT"'" a lib<1IJ)'. th.t is .,od"",. leoming aid 
I,.. . todent •• oome of tile image' ha.;:l oot". wri<l<" "" them. m, 
o •• sed problems when writi.g oiIs<.re~ • n:~ioo of inLerest. 
occa,jonal rib, was visible. It was necessary ill limil the conlenls of each images 
to the texture ofthe lungs_ as this w~, all thai the computer would be given 10 clas--
,ify an image. and the radiologist might have been able 10 classify an image by 
another feature nOi present in the te~rul'e of the lungs. These te~tures were taken 
10 a mdiologist for classificalion. llD:lges that were part of lhe mili:rry TB ,~t that 
were cla"ified as healthy_ or as having anoLher di,~a.e. W~re removed from (he 
data set. 
As a result. the h<:althy SGI had 55 images. and the miliary TB seT had 2R images 
in i1. 
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Chapter 2: lbe Data ScI 
Figu ... 2.6: An image ... iLh bad «"L"'>!. In many .r<: •• <he .d~ .. <)f lbe I"n~ 
wore not cJcarly oofined. The oo<>il. of [11<: lun~ l."lur<: ..... r<:.100 
I ... di .. ioc, 
1M C
~ ''''''go  ,,)!,tr M, '1'<:0' th > (
00< dear ck>fine ck> ail' til<: 1<,\"1'<:' ,, ,..10  












Chapler 2: TIle Data Set 
Fi!';llR 2.7: A >.,:non of kmt wher",he OOIlInI.>t wa, ,urn '0"' in """. =lio., 
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Chapter 2: The Data Set 
/ 
~igu ... 2.8: A ",,<ion, m.y hove an """'mon' of objoc" in or 00 'heir bodi",_ 
The.sc wire, were in fort ol<ctJ'<>do, that had i) <n ploced OIl 'he ]>0_ 
<i."" ,~iol. 
Figure 2.9: Thi> im;l~e ,how,. [JUm\>erof ,,,it,,,," "au=! by • "",o~ank.1 fault 
dorin~ tbe >canninr process. 
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Review of Image Enhancement 
Computer Aided Diagnosis of X-ray images comprises two broad categorics of 
technique" They ar~ Image Enh;mcement and Automatic Detection. Image En_ 
hancement helps the radiologist to see information that might otherwise be OVCT-
Iook~d. Making th~ diagoosis remains the mdio[ogi,!', province. The computer 
do"" oot suggest any diagoos~s; it is merely uSI'd to present {he information more 
clearly_ The problem, oowever, is that it might enhance irrelevant information 
to (he pain! (hat it obscures important information. In Automatic Detoction, the 
subject of this thesis, the aim is to perform some of the radiologist's diagno,tic 
ta,Ks. 
Thi, chapter brieAy descri~. several image enhancing lochni4ues that can k used 
on chest X-rays, and highlights the differences between them. 
3.1 The Human Visual System 
The human visual system (HVS) comprises the ey~s and optic ccntre. of til. brain. 
Thgether they con'titute the tool. by which we perc~ive the world we live in. It is 
nece'sary to have some urxler.tanding of the strength. and wcaknesscs of this sys-
tem in order to enhance images ~ffectively. A, the HVS is particularly sensitive 
to edge, betw~~n differ~nt colours. contrasting tones and varying tCXturcs [8. 26 j, 
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Chapter J: Revi ew of Image Enhancement 
image ~nh>lIlcement of che,t X -ray' i, l~rgely aimed at contr>lSt enhancement. To 
illustrate this o;ensitivity of the HVS to edges, Figure 3.1 consist, .imply of a num-
ber of lines which the HVS in,tantly interprets as an ant. In reality the squiggly 
lioes 00 the white background are totally unlike a~y biological. 3d, full colour 
ant. ~ visual systeme~tracts the outlioes of the biological ant, and immediately 
recogoizes the close corre,poudeul'e hetween Ihi. outline. and the bll1Ck line trace 
in Figure3,l, 
Figu ... ,1.1, '" "'Iuigilly li" . which (110 HVS ;rnm;x!iatdy i.torprols "'. not just 
tho <>IIlIino of an ant. but '" ' .... r. 
Though preoccupied "ith the de!octioo of edge., the HVS is capable of di~tin­
guishing only betweeu approximately 4il different levels of light in a single sec-
tion of an image [39, 26]. This can mali:e the finding of an object who,", shape is 
defined by subtle contrasts very difficult to do with the naW eye. Computers can 
be used to enhance these subtl e cootrast. in images. thus making it easier to detect 
the,", faint but potentially imponunt objects. 
3.2 Edge Detection 
As the HVS is jIOOominantly preoccnpied with edges. a metlxx! for detecting 
edges has been in,'estigated, This method w>lS cho.eo recau"" it was v~ry simple. 
and it left thc location and width of the edges undistorted. Edge Mt~ction i •. 
OOwever. extremely ,;ens;tive \0 noise [21], and so some of the features of interest 
became unrecognizable dne to fortuitous, random. or irrelevant edges, 
Edge euhancemeut results in au image wilh brighl pixels for 'harp edges, darker 
pixel. for soft edge., and l:>Iack wh~re no edge, w~re detected. The resulting 
imag~ is referred to as an 'edge image' a, it contains ooly edge information. 
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Chapter 3: Review of Image Enhancement 
Edg~s are ~asured as differ~oce, betw~en nei~boring pixel values. Thus two 
adja<:eOl pixel, that have a large differellce in value. are seen as having a sharp 
edge. which i. coo.,d as a bright pixel in the ~dg~ imag~. Where adjacent pixel 
value, diITer less. the edge is said to be softer and is coded a.' a less bright pixel in 
the edge image. This method i. implemented hy systematically examining ell<:h 
pixel and its ncighbor. and placing the absolute value of the difference between 
the two pixe l. into a pixel in the edge image located at the site of the firsl pixeL 
U.ing this process it is po"ihle to Jook at difference. betw~en neighboring pixels 
in the horizontal. vertical and diagonal dir~ctions. As the edge, in the chest X-
ray' ar~ not dir..c:tion specific. the sum of the diITerences between horizontal and 
vertical neighbors wa.' used ill the example. which follow. 
bgure 3.3 shows th;, edg~ image of Figur~ 3.2. The tag in the top leli corne r of 
tm, image had very sharp edges compared with the reslofthe image. alld therefore 
stands out disproportionately. Figure 3.4 show. the same edge image alier win-
dowillg. This made all the soft edges more distinct. However some mller artifacts 
al", become visibl e: six horizontal line, appeared in the picture. Thes~ initially 
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Chapter 3: Review of Image Enhancement 
Figund.3: The odgo im'gefrom »be,! X·r» before wiIldowin~ 
invisible lines were caused by the overlapping ofthe CCO c""",,m. used in the ac-
quisition process. TItis was however an early L:xlox image. arid artifacts such as 
these have been largely eliminated inlTlO!"e re<;ent image'. The edge enhancement 
technique also made the backgrourld noi'e more prominent. 
The Lodox machine. usN to scanlhi. figure 3 .2. i, a low dO'<age X-ray machine 
that produces a digitized image 00 a oomputer rather than an acetate plate. This 
removes many of the pmble= a'"""iated with developing arid then scanning the 
conventional X-ray plate •. The Lodox machine is also capable of scanning the 
fnillength and width of a pen;on, thn. reducing the number of exposures required 
to X-ray a patient. 
The edge detection greatly enhanced bone Sltllctures in the che,t X-ray. This is 
particularly well ilIlI8trated in Figure 3.5 which is a close up of the right ,hoolder. 
Other obje.:ts that were too faint tn see ltiwe became distinct. The t-.min that this 
patient was wearing became Yisible (Figure 3.6). the collar of which can be easily 
seen in Figure 3.5. These ~rti[acls oonld have caused problems if they overla~d 
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Chapter 3: Review of Image Enhancement 
Figu .... .1.4, ThI: Wile imo~e [rom a chi:" X-ray otter windo" .. j"~ 
the patient's body and became incorporated into the lung texmre. Although a 
great deal of useful information was enhanced. the blood vessels and air passages 
in the lungs. (Figure 3.7) which were lhe main concern of this pmjoct. became 
indistinguishable from each other. Over-dIstorting lung texture in the edge images 
can therefore sometimes be counter·productive_ 
3.3 Homomurphic Image processing 
The term homomorphic refers to a system that has an algebraically linear trans-
form betw,,",n input and outpul. and therefore should be reversible [5. 12]. This is 
an old term. in which low and high spatial frequencies in an image are referred to 
as luminescen~e and reflectance respectively_ This method is simply a high pa" 
[,iter impll:Illellted in the Fouri ... domain. which redoce, the dymnnic range and 
increases th e contrast oflhe im"ge in the 'pace domain. It has th;, advanlage over 
the edge detection In that low frequencies can be p:ntially suppressed instead of 
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Chapter 3: Review Df Image Enhancement 
Fl~u ... 3.5: A doser tool.t <he edl/< ;Mormotioo in <he shool<ler 
being removed. 111US enhancing edges imtead of only detecting them. This means 
that the blood \'es\els remained lighter than the air passages on a chest X-ray pic· 
ture, bUlt~ir edges were stin enhaJJ<:ed. which made them more CIlnspicuous. 
An example of t~ Fourier d(}/flain magnitude components of an image can be 
seen in Figure 3.8. The filter mUSI be CDIlverted into tWD dimensions. This is 
done by L-reating a two dimensional matrix that has t~ shape Df the filter in all 
directiorn (radialy) from each of the ~'Orncn;. as secn in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.10 
shows the result of filtering Figure 3.2. The filter suppres>ed the low frequency by 
50% and rose to unity over a dist;m<;:e of 5% of the width of the FOlLrier domain. 
This method cm easily perform multiscale [37, IJ contrast enhancL>JJlent. This 
mearn it can enhance different spatial frequenci", in the image by different 
amounts. The problem, howev~, is that any differential adjustmenl of spatial 
fn'Guencies in the image will atfeet the emire image. 
II is very difficult to objectively grade the results of delail enhancement [2. 31]. 
As the focus Oflhis project was on the recognition Df miliary TB which alters lhe 
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Chapter 3: Review of Imag~ Enhancement 
~"lgnn3.&' A clo>e, Iool .'Ihe '~e ;nr,,,,,,,,, •• , 'l)0w;,,~ II., Hll;,., ,,,d ,.:"," 
<ome:ra mil ... ·" 
appearance of the lung texture, one obvious criterion for the dcUli! enhancement 
WaS (hat i( should ~nhance the detail in (he lung,. AnOlher criterion was tha( the 
rest of (he image should be distorted a, little as possible. This Wa, achieved by 
creating an image using an arbitrarily cho:;en filter, analyzing the re,ulting image 
and then adjusting the filter ,lightly. at which point (he process was repeated until 
the desired result (or as do,e to it as possible) was achieved . The de,ired re,ult 
being th~ enhancement of the lung (cxrures wi(h as link dis(OI1ion as possible. 
3.4 Unshaq) \'1asking 
E",~er in (hi, "harter a "",(hod of edge detection WdS dis~ussed, Un,harp mask-
ing is another method of edge dNoction [18, 251. This me(hod crea(~s a blurred 
or low pass. version of an image which is then ,ubtracted from (he origi nal image. 
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Chapter 3: Review of Image Enhancement 
Figu", 3.7: A elme, look at tOe edge infunn.tioll of ();e lung>. Toc edge. of tOe 
pulmoo,ry blood v««1>; , od bronchi tlavc eTC"!cd >Jl uninterpr<l.l>l< 
me.. of "'IUlgile>. 
Figure 3.1l demonstrates how edges a'" detected using lhis melhod in a ,imple 
~xample. Notice that the detected edges are wider than Ihey were in the '"put 
signal. This effect is directly related to the size and shape of the blurring fundion. 
Variation," effects, achieved by choosing different blurring furl<.1ions. gives this 
method it" versatility. 
This method is also used to enhance edges (ralher Ihan jusl der.,,;ting them, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.11) by multiplying the blurred image by a numOOr between 
I and 0 hcforc subtraction. This leaves II portion of 1M low frequency information 
in the resulting image. Figure 3.12 show. how [his leehnique was used to enhance 
the detail in Figure 3.2. This melhod iniroduced considerably less distortion than 
the homomorphic image enhancement. 
Multiscaie enhancement is a<:hievcd hy subtracting various blurred image._ ea<:h 
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figu ... 3.8: The mopit.oc of tbo Foorier a:nn.ifl (;()(J'I'<"'enB o[ n section of 
luog ""lUre. The lung Ie,"' ... can be ",on in Itte top ~~hl 00rTI<1 . 
. , 
Figu .. 3.9: A two di""'ll>ionoi fum;"r (\o{ru.in [Iller. 
hlurred by a differem sit.e blurring function. Each blun..,d image can be multiplied 
by a dilferem number tlefore subtraction depending on the desired effect. Thi, 
process becomes extremely computationally inlemive, and is therefore very .low. 
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Chaplet 3: Review of Image Enhancement 
FlI;u .... 3.lU: Fi~_ 3.2 .flc, 00'" fil'crt:d .. int. Fouria damoi" Oigb p"'" 
filte,. 
3.5 ","'avclct image enhancement 
Wavelet analysis has the advaotage o\'et Foorier domain analysis in that it copes 
with signals that change over time. Fourier analysis assumes that the signal re-
maim the same through time and has 00 l>eginning or end [27]. This means that 
any adjustmeuts to one frequenr.:y component. in the fumier domain. will affect 
the enti .... signal, often resulting in undesirable distortions (..,en in Figure C.IO). 
Wavelet analysis is used to adjust frequencies over a ~mited range [25, 35. 38. 37]. 
It is necessary to choose a wavelet for the process, or to create one. The wavelet 
that is used affects how much the edges arc enhatlCed and the amount and extent 
of the distortion near the edges. For this project the Matlab tool box on wavelets 
was used which has a large nllmherof "",-yelets to choo.., from. Figure 3.13 ,how 
{he WdveJel referred to as 'sym4' in the Matlab tool box. 
Wavelet analysis is a complex field, with many intricacies that are ootside {he 
scope of this project. It is however necessary to understand how the "",-velets high 
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Chapler 3: Re"iew of Image Enhancement 
Fi~..., 3.tl: Finding edge. "'ing un>harp rno'Linl': 
'patial frequencies can be enhanced u,ing this method. Figure 3,14 is a simple 
signal before it was processed using the wavelet 'sym4' (seen in Figure 3,13). 
Figure 3.15 show, the low fr&lUency cOllljxI1\ents and Figure 3, Iii shows the high 
fr"'luency clHllponents, Notice that both these components a", mughly half the 
width of the original signal, also the high frequeoc'Y cOITIJX>II"nts ,how the loca-
tion of edges in the original. Thus by multiplying Ihe low frequency components 
by a ornnber between 1 and 0 il was po'sible 10 enharu:e!he edges in the original. 
a, Seen in Figure 3.17. Nolice that although th~ edge, were distorted, the con-
lrast between the pixels at the edges were oonsiderably higher than in the original 
signal. This is in fact, the purpose of edge enhancement. 
When a disc"'te wavelet tmmJorm (dwt) is performed on an image, SIKh as Figure 
", 
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['lgure 3.13: An e""mplc oro .... velet 
3.18. four new images are created. Each new image a quarter of the area of the 
original image. Each new image represents a specific set of wavelet componems. 
One represents the low frequency components. and the other three represent the 
various high froqucncy componcnls (horizontal components. vertical components 
"' i \ :2-
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F;~H"" 3.' i, TIle high '-"'qU<IK}, oompon,,"ts f,om "'S"'< 3.14 
and OIher high fr"'lll~ncy component> not coY~r~d by the first two), Figure .1.19 
show_ {h ~ low fr~qu~ncy image in {h~ bottom left. and th~ three high tre'lumcy 
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~Igu ... 3.17: The "",,,,,,(rU,1e<1 ,jl:tI:lI .tter ,"ppre.,i"~ the low fr<q""""Y com· 




It is possible (0 erea(e (he dw( components for any Of all of these component 
images. and then to repea( (hi. proce .. until the re,ulting images eonsi,( of four 
pixel> each. This process i, reversihle. "" it is po·" ihle to petform an inverse 
discrete wavelet transform Odw!) "'hieh reereales the original image from all of 
these components. 
As the high frequency components dearly represents the edge' in the image it i, 
easy to enhance the edges in the original image by multiplying the low frequency 
components by a number be(Ween 1 and 0 and (hen to use (m, idw( to view (he 
results. 
Figure 3.20 shows how an imnge is broken down into its wavele( component •. 
LL refers (0 (he low frequency componen(,. HL refers to the horizon(al high fre-
quency componen(,. LH refers to the ,·crtical high frequency component, and Iili 
h"s the high frequco<:y component. that are not covered by HL and UI. It i. now 
possibk: to OOmPOle the le,'cl (WO components by "hoosing one (or more) level 
OtIC component images and performing the dwt on (hem. Figure 3.20 shows how 
only the low frequency components could be fur(her processed. LLLL refers (0 
the level (wo low frequency components of LL. LLHL refers (0 the level (WO hor-
imntal high frequency component' of LL. and so on. 
Using the wavele( 'sym4' from the Matlab (oolbox. Figure 3.2 1 wa, broken down 
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DO lAo •• 1 3 DO 
~jgu ... 3.20; TIle fut1""r wav. let ooo.poHoll' level. illto which .. imog. COll be 
broke. down. 
oornponenr,. Each low frequency component image WaS then multiplied by a 
number hetween I and O. LLULLlL wa, multiplied by 0.75 (hen the iaw( was 
p"rformed to ,ecreate the LLLll..L compol\el\ts. These were then multiplied by 
0.6 to create lLLL. which was rooltiplied by OS Evel\tually LL was multiplied 
by 004. The result can be seen in Figure 3.22. lbese values, and the wavelet that 
"as used, were chosen by filtering an image and adju'ting lhe ,,,lue, umil the 
desired results were achieved. lbe criteria for judging the remlt, wcre the same 
as in section 3.3. 
Figure 3.23 was created using the wavelet 'syrn 16', in oonjuIICtion with the ,arne 
sequence of low frequency suppression const:lnts. The remlting vein texture wa, 
f Im cem nt
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Chap!~r 3: Review of Image EnhallCement 
fi~ur< 3.11: An unpnxl·,,,,,d ... ·cti"" of l""~. 
figu ... 3.22: Figure J.21 after being proce,.oo "'int tt.<: ",.vdet •• ym4 •. 
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Chapler 3: R~view of Image Enhancement 
enhanced slightly bener than in Figure 3.22, but the edge distortion, seen flanking 
the borders round the outside of the image, was considemb!y wOrSe. 
3.6 Rolling Ball Algorithm 
One of the problems ass.ociated with e~amining the lung texlllre" is that th~y are 
often ohscured by other anatomy. An obvious example of lhi, are the ribs. The 
rolling baH algorithm [21] is designed to remove objecl> greater than a certain 
size. while leaving all other object' relatively undistort~d. 
Figure 3.24 demon<irate, the rolling hall algorithm on a signal that varies in one 
dllIM.'n,ion. A ,ecooo curve (gr~y line) is created by fitting a ball under the input 
curve and tmcing the upper surfa"" of the hall as it moves along the signal. The 
.i7..e of the hall stopS it fiuinll into the smaller stroctul"e' of the ,ignal, '" that when 
the new curve is subtracted from the original signal. all that remains are these 
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Fi~"", 3.2-1, A "l:m,1 befure m}(1 "ner ""n~ pruce"cd w"h ,I", wll,"~ b"lIlli~o­
r'tom. The ,d J:X,tom "to " ("II dement Linder the si~""l, ere"t,n!! 
tbe liIe)' I'ne. When the ~rc)' I,ne" ",h"''',ed from tOe :;i ~n'~, the 
Octtom 'ignnJ i, creatcd. Thi, r<1OO>c,"1I struWlrC' from toc . i ~n.1 
toalar< larg" ',"11 lh< ""II. 
Th~ pi~el value.' in an image can be comiderffi, in a .,imilar way, 10 he a _'mface. 
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Chapt~r 3: R~view of Image Enhan,,~rru:nt 
choosing a suitably sized ball. with a diameter just smaller (han the width of the 
ribs. it was possible to almost compl~tdy remove the dfe<:t of the ribs from the 
image. 
FIgllR 3.25: A ,<X.1iun of long fro", " pe"on with mitiary TB 
Fi~u ... 3.26: A ",otiu~ of lung fro'" , he'lth)' p<""n 
A considerable problem with thi, algorithm is it is very computationally intensive 
and therefore takes a con<i<ierable amount of time to process even small section< 
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Otapter 3: Review [)f Image Enhancement 
Figur.3.27' Til<: ,",roc. ", .. led oy "'i"~' roIliI,~ oatl at~iulmon figure 3.2~. 
TOO im.:tge w"'" .uOtroclCd from ,00 ori~nol (fi~rc 3.25) 10 "",ate 
fj~u ... 3.19 
Figure 3.;W, 1l><.,,,,r,"" crealed by u,jn~' roIlin~ h.:lll aJ~",itilm on Figure 3.26. 
Stlb!roction of tilis ;mo!l" from fj~ure 3.16 j>rOOuoed Figure 3..lfl. 
of texture. A, a re,ult. this method was not investigated further. as it would take 
several hour, to process a full chest X_rayon a modem computer. 
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Chapler 3: Review of Image Enhancement 
figu ... 3.n: 'The imatC «,ulting from ,ubtractin~ Fig.", 3.27 from Fi~ 3.2.~. 
n", rib< il'l .. 00." ,Imo.t oompl<tdy tetllOvod from lhi, itllOi<. 
Figu .. 3.30: Th" imago ""ulting from 'ubt .... ctiLl~ Figure 3.28 from Figure 3.26 
A, ill ng.re 3.29. The rib< in mi, itmg" h,v" he,," ,1"",,, 0001-
pl<tely I"",n ",,,,oved from thi, imago .. ,..,,11, 
3.7 Conclusions of image enhancement techniques. 
The types of image processing techniques described in this chapter we,e adapla-
tions of well known technique, :rirrrd ~r-mly at aiding the hornan visual system 
Pigu", 1"IIc < Ie,ulti . act o "'ll! L . .1.
le  ho 'e """ OOOlplet  """"v o I is mo~ .
. \ il , .. . Iu l"OO1 ,"
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Chapter 3: Review of Image Enhancement 
(HVS) to perceive details that were either beyond the range of the HVS's capabil-
ities, or were obscured in the original signal by high intensity large scale (ie. low 
frequency) data. 
These techniques exaggerated the physiological processes used by the eye itself to 
extract only the important data from the visual image. In order for them to do this, 
they had to distort the images. These processes should however not distort detail 
that was of interest to the observer. Thus there was always a trade off between 
enhancing one feature and distorting another. 
Of all the techniques described here, wavelet enhancement seemed to produce the 
most promising results. The rolling ball algorithm also showed promise, but was 
too slow to be used on a large matrix such as a full chest X-ray image. None 
of the techniques, however, attempt any form of diagnosis-making. The chap-
















Statistical texture measuring 
techniques 
Image enhancement can enhance details in an image to help the radiologist. How-
ever even with the very best tools available, people can still make mistakes. Pro-
viding a radiologists with a second opinion, that gives consistent results, and does 
not suffer from fatigue or boredom, would greatly reduce the number of mistakes 
made [7]. 
This chapter covers two statistical methods that measured different properties of 
lung textures. These properties were beyond the capability of the human eye to 
measure. However computers are ideally suited to measuring these properties. 
4.1 Granulometry 
Luc Vincent has used granulometry for measuring textures [24]. He used this 
method successfully in the computer aided diagnosis of silicosis. Silicosis is a 
lung disease that coal miners get. As silicosis also produces diffuse lung shadow-
ing, the problems of detection are similar to those of miliary TB, which was the 












Chapter 4: Statistical texture measuring techniques 
Granulometry measures the number of pixels a certain sized line segment adds to 
a texture. When the contributions of all line segments are measured, these values 
are plotted as a granulometry curve. If two textures differ enough in structure, the 
resulting granulometry curves should differ significantly. 
The following example shows how the granulometry curves are calculated. Figure 
4.1 shows a line of pixels from an arbitrary texture. The structure of the texture 
can be thought of as being made up of a number of line segments lying on top 
of each other. The principle of this method is to measure the number of pixels 
each line segment length adds to the texture. It is also possible to measure the line 
segments needed to fill the gaps in the texture as seen in Figure 4.1. These values 
are plotted on the negative sides of the graph (Figure 4.2). As a brief example, 
in Figure 4.1, the line segment of length 3 fits into the graph three times, thus 
adding nine pixels to the texture so the value 9 is plotted at the location 3 on the 
graph in Figure 4.3. In Figure 4.2 the line segment of length 5 occurs only once 
to fill a gap in the texture; so the value 5 is plotted on th  graph (Figure 4.3) at the 
location -5. This process can be used on both columns and rows of pixels. As the 
textures in the lung are not direction specific, curves for both columns and rows 
were calculated and then added together. 
Figure 4.1: An example of how pixel values can be divided into line segments 
Luc Vincent used this technique to diagnose silicosis in lung textures. He obtained 
substantially different curves from the affected lungs than he did from healthy 
lungs. Computer aided diagnose in this case was very easy. However when the 
miliary TB textures and the healthy lung textures, used in this project, were pro-
cessed in this manner, they produced curves that could not be used to distinguish 
between healthy and unhealthy images. Figure 4.4 and 4.6 show the curves pro-
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Cbapter 4: Statistical texture measuring techniques 
F'igo ... ~.2: An oumple of how gap.' be"' O< I\ pixo] volu .. , c.n be di.ided into 
t"", segments 
Fii/;llI"O 4.3: A pk>I. of the Une se~""'n( conlribution, to th< texturo in fig.",,4.1 
000 U. 
duc~d by two dl/ferent sections of miliary 1'1> from the same lung. Figure 4.5 and 
4.7 show tb~ curves produced from two different .,~ction< of a healthy lung. The 
cur.'es were only plotted as far a~ the line s.egment length., of 40, as the width of 
the miliary TB lesions tlever aceeded 20 pixels. The cut"'es from the same lung 
differed . ignificatltly from eacb other and there did not a~ar to be any oh"ious 
fealures in either the healthy curves or the unhealthy curve.' that would aU(}w the 
oompuler to distitlguish betw""n them. The cW'\'es for the re,t (}f the data set 
varied even llIOt'e than the data of the.,e four e>.ampk" 
The miliary texture is superimposed on t(}P of alllhe OIber lutlg texture and each 
le,ion is superimposed on t(}P of olher lesions. This means that when we use 
the granulollldl)' method to measure the texture, the algorithm measure., infor-
mati(}tI other tban that necessarily associated with the texture associat~d wilh the 
TB infection. In an attempt to remove some of this extraneous infonnati(}tI w~ 
h
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Chapter 4: Statistical tex!Ure m~a,uring techniques 
"" 
c 'MB 
" , co • , co co • co 
l'igu:r.4.4: The ~r.nuloIJl(:try ,-",« Fe.-. ",,"boo oflung with miliary TB. 
used an umharp-masking filler to enhaoce edges and then reprocessed th e images 
howev..- thi< also failed to extract the desired jnformatton_ Another problem a«o-
cialed with the images used in this project i< thut although the le,ions of miliary 
TD are all of a similar size in each ilIL.lge, they do vary from image to image. 
So, if we could measure the length< of pixel rows making up the texture for one 
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FigUl", 4.7: Tb< gmnul<:01Utry Cllrv< h , l>ealthy "", ion of lllrlg 
4.2 Co-occurrcnce matrices 
CQ-occurrenc. m~th{xl, measure lile proximilY of pix~b to ea~h othn 136J. Thc 
,.~,ultj ng mea,ure of a t~xtll'~ is ~lways in th~ form of a square m"lrix. Thc values 
in til~ malrix r~presenllhe 'l"li'li",,) prr>babili ly (hal IWQ pixd valucs will occur 
at a c~'tain prll.,imity lO ea~h olh....-. Thi, mClhud ha , had signir,~anl ,,,,,dl, io 
cia,,;fying: (~xtll[~' in a~ria) photogr"phy. 'Ill<' ~o-o<;CurrWCC rnatricc,; rot' lung 
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ChaJX~r 4: Statistical texture measuring techniques 
textures will be calcubted and evaluated to see if a Itatistical difference can be 
mea .. ur~d_ 
In ord~r to understand how the Co-occurrence matrix i, calculated, a simple tex-
ture will be evaluJ[ed using this method. Figure 4.~ illustrates a texture in four 
grey levels. A number reple,ents each level, white i. represel\led by the value 4, 
hbck hy the value I, and the in-between iJ:ey levels as either 2 or J (Figure 4.9). 
, , , , , 
I 
, 
, , , , , • , 
, , , , , , 
-- --, , , , • , 
, , • • • , 
FiJuu 4.9: An <:<ample of how oumb= can "'pro"",,, Ill< grey level, in I'igure 
4.~. 
The Co-OCCurrence matrix for this texture is represented by a 4x4 matJix. Thi, is 
because the largest value in the [eXlUre is 4. The oo-ordinates in the OO-OCCUrrence 
matrix represent the values in Figure 4.9 rnat are being oompared. Por example. 
the result of counting the number of times 2's and 3's are next to each other, would 
be placed at the location (2, 3). Af; this i8 the same as counting the number of rimes 
3'& = next to 2'8 the SlIme value would he placed at the location (3, 2). 
We can look at values that are horizontally. vertically or diagonally next to """h 
other. 
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Chapler 4: Stati'tical te~ture measuring tochnique, 
As an example we will create the horiwntal co-{)Ccurrence matrix for the texture 
above. We sl:!rt by looking at the number of l's horizOIltally next to each other. 
In the top left cor"",. of the texture there i, a pair of l's nex( to each other. ~ 
left I i, next to (he right 1. but the right I is aho nex( (0 (he left 1, so therefore 
this pair nm,( be counted twice and the value 2 is put in (he co--occurrence mani~ 
a! the location (1. I). 
There are three set, of 1', horil.(llltally adjacent to 2's, '<0 the value 3 ruu,! appear 
in the matrix:>1 the loca!iOll (1,2). It is also tnJe to say that there are three 2's next 
to 1 's, so the value 3 must appear in (he lOcation (2, I) in the matrix. TIlere are no 
1 's next lO )'s or 4's so the locatioos (1, 3). (3, 1), (1. 4), (4, 1) all have the value 
O. All p""ible combillations of l's and lheir neighbors haw been counted. Nex[ 
2', and their neighbor. will be counted. 
The"" are four pairs of2's nelll (0 one anoiher. So, as before. with the l's. these 
are COUllted twice and the v'dlue 8 is placoo in the location (2. 2). There are six 2's 
next to 3', and ",,!he locations (2, 3) and (3, 2) eoch have the value 6. There is 
only one 2 next to. 4 so the iocatioos (2, 4) and (4. 2) have the value 1. 
Moving on [0 the 3's. As there are three pairs of 3', next to each othe r, tile va.1"" 
6 i> pOl in the location (3. 3). There are five 3', next to 4'. so the locatio,," (3, 4) 
ml<l (4. 3) each have the value 5. 
Finally 4's ca.n be COUll ted. there are thr"" 4', in a row at the bottom of the texture, 
the first 4 is next to the midd~ 4 which in turn is next to the left 4 and (he right 4, 
and the right 4;" only next to the middle 4, SO we put the value 4 in the location 
(4,4). 
Figure 4.20 demonstrates llle co-occu",,"ce manix for the t~Xlur" ill Figllre 4.19, 
"hich ha, a higher spatial freque!1CY lh:ln Figu"" 4.<). 
Notice that most of tile inf'-"1llillion in the CO-OCclUTeoce matrix of Figure 4.9 
was silUated akmg the diagOO'dI frum the top Idt to bottom righI, [he texture in 
Figure 4.19 ha, no infoITrultion a100g the diagooal in the co-occurrtnce matrix 
(FigUJ~ 4.20). The first texture (Fig lire 4.9) has large numbers of pixels with the 
same value II<'X( [0 ooe another. while in Figure 4.20 there isn' t a single pixel 
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Chapter 4: Statie.lic~l texture measuring teclmique, 
, • , . 1 1 2 , , , • , , , , , , , • , , , , , , , • , , , , , • 
~'j~....., 4.10: Th< toxtur< .00 it> «, .. ""e",,,,,,< matrix 00 th< rithl >howinr 00'" 
tho IIlllll"i, i , oalcu,"ted by muoong olt the 1 .. n,,,' tn 1". 
, , , , 
, , , , , , 
, , , , , 
, , I , , , , , , , , , , 
Fil(Ure ~U, n., "'",ure and irs C(}-(lCC"""nc< mOlrix OIl tho righl mowillg """, 
the maIn. is oak:ul'ted by COOIl,;nl: ,n 'ho I', 110<' tn 1'" 
, . 
, 
l-lgnre 4. U: Boo,,,,,, thoro I!IC no 1', ne>t to 3', Or 4', the m'tri, has O's in ' he .. 
Iocu;oo,_ 
neXllo anomer rna! has the sa~ value. This therefore demonstrates a method of 
dislinguishing different textures from one aoother. 
Ot~r vmialions on this technique are possible. For example instead of looking 
m oojacenl pixels. pixels that are >;eve",l pixels apnrl can be compared. Th;" is 
referred 10 as varying the spatial resolUlian of t~ matric~s. This makes it po"ible 
to mea.,ure different spatial frequencie s in textures_ Another method for ootaining 
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similar spatial infmmation would be to resize the image (L~. mak~ the image 
smaller). 
DiffereLlces between co-occurrence matrices Cilll he very subtle, and a ,tatistical 
approach is the usual method for evaluating them [36J, it waS decided to evaluate 
the co-occnn-ence matrices by meaDS of three statistical measures as it is easy to 
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figure US, The Ie"t.r< .nd it< C()-(lCCurr<llCO m.";, OIl !he righ' ,h(lw ing bow 
[lie malri, is c.Ic"].",,, by mu"lin~ aJl Ille ~'s .,.,,110" 's, 
plot three measures in relation to each OIher. The Standard Deviation (SO). en-
tropy and maximum probability of each of the resulting matrice' were calculated, 
The maximum probability is simply the maximum value in the matrix as each 
value in the matrix represents a probability. The quantities were chosen based on 
their simplicity. their ease 10 implement and their independence from each other, 
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Chapter 4: Srutislicallexture measuring (cchniqUC8 
• 
, , , , , 
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, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 
- , , , , , , 
-
Flgu,.. OUO, An e:xample of 1>,)\ ... number> can rel"<>en! tile co]""" i" Fipre 
4.19, on<l it< C(l-ocrurro"", rrwrix. 
If these measure, show any significant re~ults more can be evaluat~d. 
I Entropy I :E;* Iog(x) I X = cach valuc in a matrix] 
Small I UOx 100 pi~eI s..:tions of lung 1Cxture were cllo",n tium a Dumber of im-
ages iiO that there were 28 images in the healthy 8et and 28 images in the miliary 
TB set. The bigger the lung 8CClion8 used to create the matrix, the more general 
the matrix will be, but the longer it would take to create. Pixel blocks of 100,,100 
pi~el> were therefore cilosen as a compromi",. Fony different matrices were ere· 
ated rco- each lung secllon by varying ']Xltial resolution from 1 to 40. Each of tbcse 
matrices were then evaluated u,ing the statistical measures described abovc_ 
Figure 4.21 shows the measures of cntropy, ,tandard deviation and maximum 
probability plolted against cach OIhcr, for the matrices calculated uoing a spatial 
resolution of l. 
The threc 8Lltistical test, deady evaluated the data in 8imilar way' a, each set of 
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Chapter 4: Statistical texture meamring techniqu~s 
' \"" . " .
, 
u 
" " " 
Hgure4.ll: A pM or Ihe heall!!)' "al"",,, ,he TB ".Ill,,", The TB v.loc, are 
black erOlK> .vxi u.. health)' v.l""" ore I!"<)' eiIelo< 
resuits had a high cOl",lation with t"" ot""r two, The corrcla(Lon coefficient for 
th~ Entropy and maximum prohabLlity was 0.802, for maximum probability and 
SD it W:lS 0.7[J7, and for cntropy and SD it was 0.828. FurthennllTe. it "as also 
dcar thai the healthy data aoo unhealthy data could fIOt be separated in tills plot. 
Each measure was then separately plotted as a ROC curve, Figure 4.22 shows the 
entropy ROC curve, Figure 4.23 shows the standard deviation curve and Figure 
4.24 soows the ROC curve for the maximum probability, NOlie of th e.., curves 
"aT)' materially from the diagonal line, which represents the results thaI would "" 
generated by a purely raotlom data set V"rying the spatial resolution from I to.:l(l 
did not produce significantly different results. This method was therefore Judged 
00 be unsucccs.sful for distinguishing between healthy an unhealthy data sets, 
1lie lung texrures in 1x>th the healthy and un""althy data sets were made up of 
similar combin"tions of pixel values, This method reli es on texrures that are de-
pendent on the proximity of pixel pairs. TIle texrures in the.., data sets are ap-
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larger groups of pixels has been evaluated. This is be descri1J<,d in th e next chapter, 
4.3 Cundusiuns for Statistical texturc mcasuring 
techniques 
Statistical methods can be used to mea.,me features that a human eye is incapable 
of measuring accurately, The tw" melhods discussed he", failBd to produce .,ig-
nificant results. It is considered that the rea.'on foc these methods failing i., that 
they do IlOt mea.sure the .,hare of the miliary TB iesi"ns. and that the feature< that 
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The statistical methods, discussed in the previous chapler. prove<110 be unsuccess-
ful at distinguishing miliary TB from nonnallung. Sinc~ the eye can readily dis-
tinguish between them. it is probable lhat this is 001 the method used by the brain 
to perceive the texture •. Templrue matching is an auempt at doing something that 
is probably more dosely related to what the human visual system CHVS) does to 
detect {he pre,ence of miliary TB. 
The pulmonary manifestation of miliary TB ksions looks like a number of light 
and dark translucent spot.< su ~rimposed o n top of the the lung texture in a chest 
X-ray. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are example, of a healthy IUllg and a hmg with miliary 
Til. re>pectively. If!he lexruml "hape of 000 of the miliary spots can he estimated, 
it is then pos.sible to search through the reSl of the image looking for all the OIher 
spot. that hnve the .arne or very ,imilar shape. Thi" process is called template 
matching. The limitation is that the template mu"t have !he .;un" "ize and be in 
the sarne orientation as the object it is being matched with or the computer will 
not confirm the match. e,'en if it is obvious 10 the human eye. 
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Chapter 5: Template Matching 
fij;:u ... 5.1: An OJUHIIpk of an X-ray im.lf" of. h<oIthy ""'tion 01' l"n~. 
5.1 Estimating the Template 
The first step is to estimate a template from the texture. Tnis was done by looking 
at the pi~e1s that make up one of the 1e,ion,_ Figure 5.3 is an enlargement of a 
'eclion of lung with miliary TB. It i, enlmged enough thaI each pixel errn ea,ily be 
di,hnguished from il' n. ighbor_ The left of th e two circle" marh a bright group 
of pixel, that repre,ent, a miliury TB le,ion. llri, purlicular 'pol was chosen 
becau,e it i, ,lightly j",lated from <lIher ,imilar 'pol,; in other w(){ds it does not 
overlap any other light spots. The sh~pe of this lesion looks roughly circular with 
a diameter of approMmately 8 pixels. The brightness of the pixels in the lesion 
range from dsrkest near the circumference to brightest in the centre. Selecting a 
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Chapler 5: T~mpla~ Matching 
~1gur~ S.2, An .,ample of. «<''''1\ of IOl\g tha' h .. mili"')' TH. 
pixel row fmm the image gave clear a indication of the >!tape of these lesions. 
The"" le,ion.> have an approxima~ely standard size per image although they do 
vary in size from imagc to image. In the original plates the sizes varied from 
3mm to 7mm. The lesions are evenly spread throughout the lungs. This means 
however that in the X_ray image. where the X-rays pa<s through more lung tissllC. 
the lesions will appear to be more densely C<lnccntrnted. TIle circle on the right, 
in Figure 5.~. shows an area of dark pixel>. Area< like this "'present th e 'pace, 
between the miliary lesion<, and are a feature of the texture a, well. These area, . 
. mrpri<ingly. but very consi,tently. tend to have roughly the same d~~r and 
.,hape a< the light lesions. 
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Chapler 5: Template Matching 
Figure 5.3: A do,", up ,iow of the mili.ry TB 10 .. "",,_ 
Each pixel has a value lhat represents the brightness of thm pi>.d. Bright pixels 
have larger values thdll darker pixel.. PloUing these values for a single row of pix-
el. gnvenn indication of how the bl'ighmess varie. aeross a portion of lung Figure 
5.5 is a plolof a row of pixel values froma lung with miliary TB_ The lesion>; show 
up as ~.h. As there are many veins and air ways in the lungs the shape of these 
lesions are distorted and SO the shape of these peaks was generaliz.ed. A parabolic 
peak. shown in the plot, was estitlldted to fil into the peah in the plot. The same 
parabolk shape, when inverted. was foond to fit into the valleys between pcab. 
For comparison Figure 5.4 shov.s a pl~ of a row ofpi>.el values in a normal lung. 
Figure 5.6 shows the estimated template of a miliary lesion. Here the amplitUde 
of the template was set to 1. Tbe variation in amplitude of the miliary lesions on 
a given X_ray plate (Figtrre 5.5) was found to be between approximmely 100 and 
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Chapter 5: Template Matching 
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Figure 5.5: An example of a row of pixels from a lung that has miliary TB. 
5.2 Simulating TB with a Template 
It is important, once the template has been estimated, that the validity of the tem-
plate is established. This was done by using the template to simulate the texture 
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0.1 ·:::::t; <t······! 
Figure 5.6: The estimated template. 
A 300 by 300 pixel section of lung was chosen from an X-ray of a healthy person, 
The template was then added to this image in approximately 1000 random loca-
tions. The amplitude of the template being added was also varied slightly between 
250 and 100. This was done for a number of other lung sections from other plates, 
which were then mixed up with a series of real TB lung sections so that the total 
number of images was 66. Figure 5.7 is a healthy image with the simulated TB. 
Figure 5.8 is an example of miliary TB for comparison. 
These were set up in a random order, each image with a unique number so that it 
could be identified later, and taken to Prof. Steve Beningfield, Head of Radiology 
at Groote Schuur Hospital in Cape Town, for classification. He was informed that 
some of the images were fake and some were real and he should try to identify the 
fakes. He spotted several immediately as the template had been added to locations 
in the image where there was no lung. He also said that the lesions were too bright 
in some images, although he said this for some of the real TB cases as well. It was 
therefore assumed that he was not used to looking at the texture of such limited 
sections of lungs. 
Lastly he found that the edges of some of the artificial lesions were too distinct, 
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Chapter 5: Template Matching 
and should be blurred .'lightly. This eff.ct in t~ real TB images i., due to X-ray 
scaner. The extent of thi.' S<;:alter is a function of the dist:mCl' of the object from 
the X-ray detector or film. but is quite small for the lesions of miliary TB, 
Prof. Steve Beningfleld's MviCl'. regarding the blurring of the template. wa~ im-
plementoo a, an averaging filler with a footprint of size WD/3 rounded down (WD 
is the width of the template). The amOUn! of blurring was chosen to be just enough 
to soften the edges of the template. It was later found that blurring the template 
had ~ttJe aff""'t on the results of tempble matching. So the type of blurring func-
Lion was considered to be mostly unimportant. Figure 5.9 shows the template after 
being blurr .. :!. 
5.3 Template Subtradion 
With the verified template it was now possible to search foc obj""ts in the image 
(hat closely resemble the template. Terq>late subtraction is a .,imple and versatile 
hapt~
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Chapler 5: Template Matching 
fi~:lLl"' 5.8: [b.LI mili ;LI)" Til 
/ 
, 
Fi~r< ;.9: ll", tempi .. " .ft<r being blurred <lightly. 
methDd of templale matching [2 1]. It. principle dmwback is however that it is 
very slow. 
The sublraction is done as foUows. A section of the image with Ihe same di-
menSKms as Ihe template is extracted from the corner of an X·ray plate. first the 
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Chapter 5: Template Matching 
so that when the template as a whole is subtracted from thi, section there is 00 er-
rorinduc~d by this off,et. A new matrix i, then formed when the template and the 
image are 'nbtracted, pixel for pixel, from each other. Atthi' point it is IXlssible 
to weight the subtraction. Generally weighting is used to add a heavy penalty to 
each pixel that Joe, not match the template. A common method is thus to 'quare 
each value in the ,ubtracted matrix. The template wa, cho.en to match an i",lated 
le,ic)fl, but most le.uon, are superimpo","d on other anatomy or overlap other Ie-
sicllls. It was therefore decided not to weight the values in the matrix, and simply 
to accept tile absolute values of all (he subtractions. Adding all (he value, in (he 
matrix together now gi,'es a value tha( reprerents (he ciosenes< of the fit of the 
template to the image a( that lXlinl. A .'1TI:lII "alue repre>ent, a dose 1TI:ltch and a 
large value represents a bad match. 
This process is then repeated for each possible match in the image. This has 
tu be done by moving the template by one pixel width and then performing the 
(emplate <ul>!rnction a, described above. The value from each match is placed in 
a new matrix at the location of the centre of the ,oction of image (hat wa, match~d 
with the template . When the entire plate ha, been proces>ed. the re.mlt i, a new 
matrix with low valne, for close match~,. Hnd latge values f(}r bad matche<. 
A section of lung tium an X-ray image of a healthy perwn Hnd an image of a 
person with miliary TB. were selected and processed in thi, manu..r. The re,ult, 
from one of these images was compared to an arbitral)' threshold so that any 
¥:llues below the threshold appear as a white pixels in a binary image. The higher 
the thre,hold, the latger the groups of white pixels whenever there is a (emplate 
match. A. a do"" match should repre,ent H low value surrounded by high values, 
the thre,hold was se( so that no pixel group wa, grea(er in si~ than 9 pixels in 
either (he healthy or unhealthy image. This was done by using region labelling and 
then using a histogram (0 measure the number of pixel' in each pixel group . The 
result can oc seen in Figures 5. \0 and 5 .1 t where ~ result' were ,uperimposed 
on top of (he original images. Each dol has heen made larger by using a binary 
dilate. This was done to make the resutts easier to '00 in the two images_ 
As thi, template ha, a \'Cry general ,hape, a large number of false positives were 
P"'''''nt in the re.ulting image." but despi(e (he,e false positive" the TB image 
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Chap!~r 5: T~mplate Matching 
Hguw 5.LO: Tempi"," wblr<l<ti0n perforrr"'" on • 1>e.llhy hlng 
display~d CDnsiderably trH:)re positive' in ~ lungs thon WCr" ""OJ, in the healthy 
lung. 
5.4 Fouriel' Domain Conelalion 
Although the lemplate subtraction melhod described above produced favorable 
results. it is very slow. Fourier domain correlation is con,idembly f",ter than the 
space domain subtraction technique [27. 22]. The method involves convening 
bo!h the template and the image to the Fourier domain. multiplying the Fourier 
magnitudes of both image' together. and lhen converting the result back to the 
spac~ domain. 
First. the mean value of the template mu't be subtracled from all the values in 
the template. thus the template haves a mean value of zero. If lhis is nOt done, 
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Chapter 5: Template Matching 
Figu"' 5.11: Tempi", . ub/,ac,jnn porf<ll'fl>O>d "" a lung with miliary TJ3 
the result will be a blurring and rot corrdation. n.e practical diffe rence is that 
convolution results in a smoothed image with the template as the smoothing func-
tion. Correlation requires that the template be padded with zeros. This is done by 
adding rows and columns of zeros to the template until it has the same dimension, 
a, lhe section of image it will be correlated with. It j, imponam that the lemplate 
is normalized before padding, or it will re,ult in a convolution with a very small 
negative offset. Usually the template must be moved into one of the corner.; of 
this padded matrix Or the re,ults will be shifted by the distance between the cent re 
of the templale and COmer of the matrix. In the pre,em study however, this was 
unnecessary as further processing. described next, meaOl the shift did nO! affect 
the results. 
The results frem the correlation differ from the template subtraction described 
earlier. With this method a bad fit will result in a value close to zero. a close fit 
"ill result in a large positiv~ number. If the shape of lilt: section of image is the 
n ompl"~.ubtr:oc'i " e i<>rmN il
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Chapter 5: Template Matching 
same as the template. but the amplitud~ of that section is larger 0.- ,maller than the 
template. then the the l'f,"ulting correlation will be bigger or mtaller accordingly. 
AlIOIher difference is that if there is a section ofima!,,,, with the ",me shape as the 
template. hut all its values are negative, then the result will have a l~rge n~gative 
value. As mentioood earlier. these inverse shapes ~re also descriptive ofthe te:<.ture 
of pulmonary miliary TE. After correlating the template with the image section. 
the absolute value of the result i. taken in order to incorporate the inverse template 
shapes into the results. 
A significant problem with these images was that the contrast in th~ lung' wa. 
largely dependelll On the developing process, as wet! as the particular machine 
used for taking the X-ray images. As the data set was made up of lung segment,. 
each chosen to have only lung texture and the occasional rib, each image had 
it. COlllra.t .tretched using a li"""r histogr~m equalization hefore the correlation 
T1Ie m~~n of the absolute vatues from the correlation matrix for each image was 
calculated and used as a measure of the texture of that image. This process wa' 
rep.lated for each image using a variety of template si,es. Figure 5.12 ,hows 
the correlation values for """h imag~ as the template sit.e is varied from 4 to 
18. Th~ template size ref~rs to the width of the template being smoothed. It 
should be pointed out that the correlation values were 'Ca]ed to make them ea.ier 
to compare. This was done by evaluating the mean value ohhe tempt ate correlated 
with its self and the correlation results were then divided hy this number. This does 
I!OI effect the ,eparation of the correlation values. but ~, make them easier to 
compare to the correlation value, of other template siMS. The black lines represent 
the TB ima!,,,,s and the broken grey lines represent the healthy images. From 
'tudying the curve. in Figure 5.12 it was decided that the template size had little 
effect on the separation of the correlation value, for healthy and unhealthy images. 
Also it w~s a vel)' slow process to correlate each ima!,'il with a "ariety of template 
siu •• especially when a full che,t X-ray wa, being processed. In order to decide 
on a single template Si7.<l to process all the images the 'student T-tesC was used to 
calculate the probability that the data spread was due to chance for each template 
sin. Although all the template si7.es produced results of very low pro/>abititie., 
template size" had the lowest (1.12632e-lO) and so it was decided to use this 
template size to evaluate the mIliary TE texture. 
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~·iRur. 5.12: Corrd.tiun v.k> [ ..... Y"ryin~ kmplalo >i.:o> 
5.5 Choosing a threshold 
[n order to di'litJguish healthy image, frum the unhealthy image" a threshold had 
to be dedded upon. when a >eetion of lung had a correlation value above thi, 
threshold it was mark~d as having miliary TB. The Receiver Operating Olaracter-
i,tic curv" (ROC curvd was used 10 establish a threshold. Figure 5.13 shows the 
ROC curve for template size 9, It ,hows the trade off between false posilive~ and 
true p,,,itives [28]. The grey diagonalJine represent, a (Xllnple(ely raooorn data 
sct and >0 the funher fruln thi' line the evaluated data set i, the more accUIate 
the classihcation. The percentage of the area under th" cur;e is uS<ld a, a rough 
mea,ore of thi , aocUIacy. The area is ",aJualOO a, in th" following table. 
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Chapler 5: Template Matching 
~_90% 
90 -" 80% 
excell~~ 
,,,", 
80 70% fm 
70 60% pooc 
60 '0% 1 fail -----
1lIe area under the curve in figure 5.13 i~ 89.8% and so h considered '" being 
a 'good' clas_,ification. The oon-elation value (6.lOl5e-005), that minimizes the 
false po>itive, (14.5%) and maximizes the true positives (87.5<;(;). was chosen as 








Figure 5.14 and 5.15 show the re,ults when planed On full sized chest X-rays. 
Notice tilt: false positive, in area.. of the image outside ofthe lungs in both images. 
Th~ template shape was a very general shape, and !il it picked up features that 
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The template matching method discussed in the previous chapler, measured fea-
ture, both inside and out,ide the lungs. w often a se.:{ion of image would be 
marked positive our:o;ioo the iung&. These are obviously fahe positive~, and there-
fOf~ should be removed w~n possible. An obvious method for removing the", 
false positives i, to tell the comput.,,- not to plot a pruitive if it is outside the lungs. 
However it i. oonsiderably easier foc a perwn to di>!inguish between (he luog~ 
and dlC rest of th~ im"g~. This chapler will evaluate (wo simple methods for 
segmenting the lungs from ~le rest of the image. 
6.1 Adaptive Thresholds 
[0 a chest X.ray the lung' appear dark.,- than the surrounding tissue. this is due to 
the large lIum~r of air 'paces in the lungs. A thremolJ can be applied to the pillels 
in (he image to mau a black and white image [6, 19J. In this ~a", the threshold 
was s~t '0 that if the pixd, bad a val"" above the threshold they were oct to black 
and if th~ pix~h had a value Ie" than the threshold they were set to white. A, these 
imag~. varied signifi~antly in ~ootra~t. a gimplc thrc,hold set at a sta.r>dard value 
got differ~nt, md often iIICOITect. results for each image. It was necessary to make 
~ tbreshold 00 that it adapted itself to the image. It was found that by raising 
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Chapler 6: Lung Seg~ntation 
the threshold to the point where there were only two separate region, of "bite, 
the shape of the lungs were clearly represented, This was done automatically 
by using region labelling to count the number of ""parate white regions in the 
image until two separate regions were counted. Unfortunately there were other 
regions that were darker than the lU ng,. for example the region' outside the body 
and some sections of the oolon. The,e d;rrk space, had values well below the 
threshold ne<;essary to segment the lung, and therefore also appeared" hite "hen 
the thre,bold "a' applied to (he image. These white regions were attacbed to the 
white regions thai formed the lungs, Figure 6.1 sho"s a cbest X-my. and (he result 
of thre,holding it to segment the lungs out. Although the 'hape of the lungs were 
clearly defined in place" thi, method wa, not ideal. a, it would have bet'n very 
difficult to ",mo,'e the other un"anted white regions . 
• 'ig= 6 .• : A ch",' X_ray im.g~ .00 til<: I"O>utt t>f u'in~ a Ihre,OOld to .. "" .. nt 
out til< lung>, 
Dian [6]u,,,d this method on Lodo" im::tge, to segment out the lungs, Due to 
the image quality. the lung' were ea,y to segment and only a little work was 
necessary to remove unwanted edges, The im:lges from the data set used in this 
project however varied significantly and the results from this method were not 
good enough to segment out the lungs satisfactorily, 
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Chapter 6: Lung Segmentation 
6.2 The \Vatershed Functiun 
If the light seerions of an image are thought of as OOing high, and the darl sections 
are thought of as being low, the image can he thought of as a laIKl!;cap¢. The wa-
tershed function flO] uSes the im"ge in this way and fills the valleys with 'W"tef', 
ere"ting 'dams'. When two 'dams' start to touch, it buiJds a 'wall' between them, 
and continues to fill them. The algorithm SlOpS when the entire image is covered 
in 'water' and 'walls'. If the starting points at which 'waler' i, "dded to the image 
are selected correctly it is possible to segment a desired region from the rest of the 
image. The location of the starting points is critical to the suc.:ess of this method. 
Both regions of inlerest and undesired regions must have starting points. 
Thi, algorithm was aWliod to the chest X-ray images i n rhis projects data set in the 
following manner. First the edge image WaS created using the method described 
in section 3.2. This WaS done so thai any starting point placed in a light region of 
lhe X-ray would 00\ cause' water' to leal into One of the lungs. 
Figure 6.2 show, a number of ,!arting points for a cheST X-ray. A oorder around 
the image was drawn as a st"rting point for an undesired region. Four more 'tart-
ing point' were put at locations in the bottom right. top right. top left and bonom 
left of the image as stal'ting points for unde,ired regions. These places were found 
by finding the local minimum of the pixel "aiues in the original image in the", 
locations. Another s!arting point was plotted in !he throat Mea, this was "'-'0 done 
by finding a 10ccll minimum in thi, area 
As the rib, Can have significant edge.. which might Cause problem, when lIsing 
the watenmed function, a line of ,tarting point, were draw down each lung. This 
was again don e by finding local minimums, in the original image, in the region of 
the lungs. Figure 6.2 shows how this method doe'n't always worl;:, as the exact 
o,ientation of the patient in the image can he unpredictable. The Jin~' for the 
region of inleres>: in the lungs have !>.en plotted right down in to Ihe abdomen. 
Using these starlinl: points, the watershed function was then run on the edge image 
of Ihe original image. The regions that were created from the starOng poinl' inside 
the lungs were then used 10 segment out the lungs. Figure 6.3 shows the resutt of 
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Chapter 6: Lung S~gmenrution 
Flgu ... 6.2: A che>! X-roy im'2< ."" !he ,(;lni"il poi"" r,.-the water>hed fuoc· -
segmenting the lungs in this manner. The results srow the edges of the lungs well 
in some regions, but in other regiuIlS this method cumpletely failed ill find the 
edges of the lungs. 
Fij:u," 6.3: A chest X'TIlY i,"a~e ond the Te,ul! of u,in~ • wateTilicd .!pitlun 
to "'!rID"nt out the lung" 
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Olapter 6: Lung Segmentation 
0.3 Combining Thresholding: with the Watershed 
Function 
It was oIlYiou. to ' «" that the edges of the lungs found using the threshold were 
ditrerent to the edges found using the wuteThhed. As the results from both meth-
ods were in the form ofbinary images, it was ea,y to find the mutual information 
in each by performing a binal)' 'AND', The e1Tect nf combining the ""ult, from 
Figure 6.3 and 6.1 Can be ,an in Figure 6.4 where the ",.ult. have been ,uperim-
po,ed on the original image. Aparl from a 'mall region in the bottom left of the 
picture, tlte outline of the lungs is com:ctJy defined. 
Fi_" 6.4: Combining the two _lhod> 10 ""gment o.t the l.na' """,ide, • 
con' idorably b<tt..- "".It. Here the ""iIT>Ont "lOa '"aion "'" t-n 
. aperunjXl. <d OIl 'Oe orl,in,! imago. 
FJgures 6.5 and 6.6 ,how the re,ult, of segmenting the lungs from two dilTerent 
images_ In both figure', the different results of each step are shown. The original 
image i. labell ed '"', the result of thresholding i, labelled 'b', the result of the 
watershed function i, labellN 'c', the re,ult of combining the two methods j, 
labelled 'd', and the result superimposed on the original image is labelled 'e', 
Figure 6.7 is labelled in the s:une manner, but shows how the technique fails to 
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Chapta-6: Lung Segmentation 
eolX' with unpredictable physiology. in this case exces, ga, in the colon. 
l 
Fts:"..., ~.5: An "'ample of ..,mer>tin~ a l"n~ ">ln~ lhe cornbinat;oo of a thITsh· 
o!d ... :1 a w...,rshcd fuoction. 
• 
Figu ... 6.6: An example of ,egmenti ng. km~ .,in~ tOe combination of . thr."h· 
01<1 on<! • warer>he<l funotion. 
Figu ... 6.7: An ",ample of how ""predict.bIe p/oy<iO!ogy oon .!fed ti:tc l""g 
SOj;mem.t;oo J!t<"iI~m. 
Figur~ 6.8 ,hows how the lung seg~nUltion algorithm combined with the TO de· 
tection. Thi, clearly rl'duces the numhcr of false positives in regions out side the 
lung ureas. The overall processing time was significantly reduces as region< oft~ 
image thar arc out side the lung areas were not ,e"rc~d for TB. T~ overall pr0-
cessing time was reduced to approxima1ely 50% of the ti~ taken 10 perform a TB 
seareh through an entire image. Unfortunately any errOrS in toc lung segmentation 
cnn cau.e fJIse negativ~ errors in the resu lting TO detections. 
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Ch~pter 6: Lung SegmO.'ntaUon 
Figu..., ti.8: TIle cC>l~bin .. ioo of tt.e lung .. gLllentation ""illl tt.e TB <Iolectioo 01-
torithLll. fi ~"res (~) !);ow l);e TB <ieU\Ctioo, (1)#) .now. tho luni 
>,gm"n..oon, .0<1 H') .now, u,. c"",binotioo of ll><: lWo. NOlie< 
Ihalemx> in 1110 lung"'~ C.lI '" f.l", nrgative. in tOe com· 
bined irnaJe'-
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
for Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
Image enhancement can be an extremely useful tool if it enhances important in-
formation in an image. It is possible, however, that the information enhanced is of 
no interest to the viewer in which case enhancing this information can distort the 
important detail. 
Windowed edge detection was very effective at enhancing bone structure and even 
parts of the patients t-shirt. This could be extremely useful, especially if the radi-
ologist is looking for bone fractures. However, in this project the primary concern 
is the analysis of lung tissue. This method of image enhancement distorted the 
texture formed by the pulmonary blood vessels and air passages in the lungs. As 
a result this process, although with interesting and possibly useful results, was 
not considered useful for aiding the diagnosis of miliary TB. Unsharp masking 
enhanced the lung textures very effectively and with considerably less image dis-
tortion than homomorphic image enhancement. Enhancement of the lung textures 
using wavelets seemed to have the best results when compared to edge detection, 
homomorphic enhancement and unsharp masking. The rolling ball algorithm was 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
very effective when used to remove the effects of ribs on the lung texture however 
it was extremely slow, which made it impractical to use on the large areas of lung 
texture in chest X-rays. 
It is obviously impossible to enhance features in images that are not actually 
present. It is however possible to measure qualities in an image that cannot nec-
essarily be measured by the human eye. Statistical methods can be used to accu-
rately measure these sorts of qualities in images. Both the methods of granulome-
try and co-occurance matrices were unable to extract information that allowed for 
the successful classification of TB images verses healthy images. This is because 
these methods measure small sections of the structural element of the TB texture 
instead of the whole structural element. The natural lung textures are comprised of 
the same elements measured in the TB images making it impossible to distinguish 
between healthy and unhealthy lung textures. 
Template matching simulates the human visual system ability to scan images look-
ing for specific shapes. The Miliary TB texture in the lungs appears to be made 
up of many similarly sized dots, scattered evenly cross the entire lung area. Cre-
ating an approximation to the shape of these balls, allows the computer to then 
scan through all the images in the data set looking for other similar shapes. Any 
areas with a large number of close matches should be examined more closely by 
a radiologist. Fourier domain correlation produced very promising results. The 
drawback being that the shape of the template being used was very general. This 
means that any diseases producing similar textures in the lungs will be classified 
as being miliary TB. 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Image enhancement is already a common tool for radiologists working with dig-
itized X-ray images. Edge detection produced very effective results when en-
hancing bone structure, however this method does not seem to be used in clinical 
radiology. It is recommended that a further study into the effectiveness of finding 
fractures and other bone abnormalities using edge detection should be undertaken. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
Statistical methods reviewed in this project did not produce significant results. 
It is possible that these methods, and other statistical methods, might produce 
significant results if the lung textures were preprocessed first. The rolling ball 
algorithm was very slow, but this algorithm might be able to improve the success 
of statistical methods. 
Although the template matching was successful when distinguishing between 
healthy and unhealthy (TB) images, it will not be able to distinguish between 
other diseases that also cause granular textures in the lungs. The miliary TB can 
be seen as a very even texture throughout lungs in a chest X-ray. It is possible that 
measuring the proximity of the template matches will help distinguish between 
TB and some of the other lung diseases. 
Other template shapes should be investigated to see what features can be detected. 
For example a 'top hat' template would be able to detect sharp edges in chest X-
ray images. As X-ray images rarely have sharp edges, this could be used to detect 
errors in the image. This template might also be able to detect foreign objects, 
such as pieces of metal in chest X-rays. 
The quality of the data set used in this project presented a degree of uncertainty in 
the results. It is recommended that for future studies in chest X-rays, a standard 
data set should be created. This would help compare results from one project with 
another. The images in the data set should be taken under controlled conditions to 
eliminate contrast variations between images. 
The solution to the CAD of miliary TB does not have the ability to differentiate 
between miliary TB and other lung diseases like silicosis. It is recommended 
that further research into getting a computer to measure the differences in these 
textures should be undertaken. 
In general it is considered highly unlikely that any CAD algorithm will be able to 
get 100% accurate results. It is recommended that image enhancement algorithms 
be used with (or independently of) such CAD systems to help the radiologist per-
form accurate diagnoses. 
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This chapter describes some simple pre-processing tools that were repeatedly used 
during this project. 
A.l Thresholding 
Thresholding can be used to divide a series of values into two classes. It can also 
be used to separate light and dark regions in images, resulting in a binary image 
[19,6]. A binary image has only white and black pixels, which relate to the pixels 
that were either above or below the threshold value. 
After a threshold has been assigned to a data set each value in the data set must 
then be compared to the threshold. All values above the threshold are assigned 
to one class and all those values below the threshold are assigned to the other 
class. The obvious problem is deciding on the value for the threshold. Choosing 
a threshold value depends on the data and the type of problem that needs to be 
solved. This section does not cover how to choose a threshold value. This is 
covered in the relevant chapters. This section covers some of the characteristics 
of using a threshold on an image. 















Chapler A: Pre-processing 
Figure A.l: l1Ire<lloldinl , noj, ), itn;lgo ",,"il< in brief cro<,in~ wocn the , i~_ 
nal i, !>Cor the value uI' the threl.hold. 
the point at which the 'ignal really cro,ses the threshold difficult to locate. This 
is demonstrated in Figure A.l. Notice that there are a number of poillls where the 
signal crO!.ses the threshold hriefiy due to the noisy nature of the signal. Thre:.h-
olding an image is therefore similar to threshokiing au electric signal. As the 
signal approaches the threshold. noise in the signal lends to cause stuttering due 
to small spik.,; which cross the threshold. When applied to images this results 
in , mail island. of pixel. scattered around the resulting binary image. Erosion, 
dilation and region labelling could be used to deal with th ese pix~ls. 
As the int~n.ity of each pixel i. represented by a value, it is obvious that lighter 
region, can be ,eparated from the darker regions with the use of an appropriate 
thre,hold. Figure A.3 was created hy thresholding Figure A.2. Notic~ that. in the 
processed image. the edge of th~ s~ull wa, not clearly defined in all places, and 
that there were often a scalteri ng of whit~ and hiack pixels both inside and outside 
the skull. These were due to both noise and faint ,tructure:. in the illllige. 
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Chaptt:r A: Pre-processing 
~lguu A.2: An .nproce< .. d X_my imago of. "'ma" head_ 
.4..2 Erode and Dilate 
If a binary image h", a n~mber of unwanted (0£ 'noisy') pixels scall~red about the 
image, it i, relatively ea,y to remove the", pixels using either erosioo, dilation or 
a combination of both [20]. The drawback is that the edges of the larger objects 
are altered slightly_ 
If a binary imag~ has a large group of while pixels with a scattering of isolated 
white pixels around iI, ~rooion can bt: ust:d lO remove all me isolaled pixels. Em-
sion remov~s a layer of pixds from the oulside of all groups of white pixels. The 
width of Ihe layer remov~d is delermin~d by the footprint size used. The fOOlprint 
can bt: any siz~ and shape, depcndin~ on the task. 
Footprint here refers to a omall binary image that is UsM as the region of effect of 
some functions. For example the fOOlprint might he a while image with a size of 
2 by 2 pixel,. and the function could be emsion. Then a two pixel wiw layer will 
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Olapler A: Pre-processing 
t1gure A,3: A hi,,,,,), imo.ge. "" ulting from u';ng. throdlOld 00 Figure A.2. 
Notice tOe ",,,,t.ril1£ of white ODd bl,",~ pi .. l, near (be edge, of t .... 
>lull. 
k reroovoo from the edges uf all islands of while pixels in a binary image being 
processed. 
When using the erode function. and pixel groups that have a radiu, Ie" that the 
hlze of the footprint will beremoved. Obviou'ly larger object' wil l nowbe .'lightly 
.,maller and their edge, will have lost detai!. I'igure A.4 ,how, the effect of erod-
ing figure A.3. 
The inverse of this function is called dilation. Dilalion adds a layer of white 
pixel, to the outside of all gro ups of white pixels . But if there are any groups of 
black pixeh wrrounded by white. the black group, will be made smaller. or wi ll 
di,appear altogether. Figure A.5 shows the results of dilating figure A.3_ 
Using these two function.' in conjunctiOil wil l remove .,mall groups of pixeb. and 
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Chapter A: Pre-processing 
FiGu~ AA: The ... ""Iting imog. alter eroding Fil\ur. A.}. "'eorl),.11 the 'mlIll 
",1.00, of whi,. pixel; in Figure A.3 have been relm",d. how"., 
all the b!;d; regie<!' .'" now , Iightl), I..-ge' 
larger groups i, then les.' detailed. Figure A.6 .,hows the effect of eroding figure 
A.S which wa, the result of dilating figure A.3. 
A.3 Labelling Regions 
It is sometimes necessary lO label region' or islands of pixel>. typically in a binary 
image. This is done by assigning each region a unique oolour. A region is any 
clu,rer of contiguous pixels with the same values. A colour histogram of {his will 
then give !he number of pixels in each region. This makes >egmenting out regions 
of a cenain size very easy [Ill, 4 J. Figure A.1I is a region labelled version of Figure 
A.7, where each duster wa., assigned an individual oolour. 
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Chapler A: Pre-processing 
\ 
Hgure A.5: The resulli"lI i"'"io aller diloti"i Fi~ure AJ. Almost ,II tho un_ 
",.nt<d "".11 region, of black pixels llave beon remov<d, for ",'01-
plo, ~>< ,."t t" <he rop lett 01 Fiiure A,) h" be"" remove.!, 
A.4 IIistogram equalization 
In all the images used in this projoct black waS always O. Brighter pixels. had 
higher values. White waS always a power of 2 (ie, 2, 4, 8, 16 etc), dep"nding on 
the bit depth of Ihe image. 
If ao image is grey with no white or black pixels. il is relatively easy 10 stretch the 
hi'tOimm o/' t~ image to tit the full range from black to while [4, 21, 251. This is 
implemented by .,ubtracting the minimum pixel value from all the pixels. Every 
pixel i, then divided by the maximum pixel value and multiplied by the value of 
white. 
It is also possible to do a non-linear histogram stretch. This increases the conlrusl 
in One part of the histogram and decreases the contra<;t in another paIl. An example 
of this would be to square or to square root aillhe pixel values before doing a linear 
I. 
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F; ~ " ," A.6: lho """ltin!!" imago of tIT en.Jitlg" tt.<: olroody djl.led imago in Fi~. 
me 1\.5. AIIllD<I.1I the uLl\O,."ted ,mall region, of Ooth blod and 
wl1ile pi"l, hll\'e be<n reroovod. 'Ilie larger region, ore .. ill roughly 
tho sa_ Ii", OS in the origilllLl. rut l""ir edg<. 11",'0 been '1it1lHly 
.Itered. 
Figure .~.7: A nLlnlbct <of unlot,ded ",!¢on; 
histogram stretch. 
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Chapt~r A: he-processing 
~lsur< A.8: The L.belle~ "'Ilion, from filur. A.1 
In Figure A9 all pixel values ar~ relatiwly low. and th~ image therefore appears 
mostly dark_ 11Je histogram can t>e seen as the grey line in Figure AI2. Figure 
A.JO is the same image alier its histogram had been linearly stretched_ The new 
histogram can be seen as the black line in Figu'" A.12. lbe grey curve in Figure 
AI3 shows the same histogram after a non-linear stretch. In this exampl~ th~ 
non-Hnear sm:tch was done by square rooting the values. The black curve is th~ 
histogram of Figure A2. Figure A.II show, tIk: r<!Sulling image from the non-
Ii near stretch_ 
A histogram can be nsed to determine a th",shold for segmenting out a region. 
with a different set of grey values, from the rest of the image. Dian r6] use<! this 
method to make an adaptive thre,hold for ""gmenting out the lungs in a fun body 
chest X-ray from the LODOX machine_ 
A.5 Windowing 
TI1e buman eye can only distinguisb l>etween aproximatly 40 different grey lones 
at anyone time r26, 39]. Windowing is a good way 10 view smal! contraslS in 
images that can have thousands of differenl gr~y lanes [25]. 
Wio<lowing is very similar to hi'togram equalizmion. except it is used to I{XlK at 
a small portion of the histogram at a time_ This is done by choosing an u(>P<'r alld 
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Chapter A Pre-processing 
14 1>1 23 
1I'i~..., A.9: An X.my im.g< of. hulIWl ho.d. wito low oontro." 
lower limit for the pixd val""s in tm, image. All the pixels with values equal 10 Or 
greater than the upper va lue are then set to the upper limit value. AU values equal 
to or less than the lower value are iiet to the lower limit value. Then a standard 
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Chupter A: P'''-processing 
HgUT~ A.l~: Fi;ure A.9 .Iter it< bi<t"gTlDl had been li"".,-ly . trekhcd. 
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Chapter A: Pre-processing 
.~- ... 
Pignn A.I I' TI>< re;utull£ iIll"2e Oner " ooo·line., hi''''2rom '!retch of ri£ur< , .• 
) 
Fi ~u ... . ~ .12' 11Ie 2r<y hi>lOlll"aJll i , the di>!ribution of ph. l vatu"" from Figur, 
A.9; ,he bl"'~ hiSl~,",l i, • lit>e:U"!y """"hed v,,';on of"'e gre) 
hj' '''grom. rc,utlin~ with ,he hn.ojl< in l'i£Ur< A.1 
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Chapter A: Pre-processing 
Fignro A.13: TI>!; grey hi>1ogram i. to< di>tributi"" of pixel ,-01 .. from Fi~ure 
A. t 1; !he htock hi'lOg ... m i, from Fignre A.2. NOlie. tltat tbe hOs-
lorram lenath. (from lowe,! 10 !he high ... l pixel v.lu",) au til< 
,arno. rut upper val ... , nf.., o !>lock g.-.ph h". I><on ""'<chN! .. 
!he expert'" ofth< 1"",0' ... luE:>. 
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Chapler A: fu-processing 
Figure A.14' Fi¥ure A.9 .fter wintio..int. Here """ of the teeth (oi",1o<l) ha:; 
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• • - " -
~igU'" A.IS: '11", i rey Ili' t<>gr.tlll i. the di . trillulioo pixel v. "',, lrom Fig"re 
A, 14; tho black 0;"""",,, j , from Figure A.2. Noti<:. ' Mt ooly 
• portion oftl'" <>riginal bI.ok ",,,og'",,, i, rop'""ente<l by"", Il"'Y 
hi>;lOg,,- ,n. ov<o' tMogh ooth "lend ov<r the woole range of pixel 
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Receiver operating characteristic 
curve 
Receiver opeI<lting characteri'tic curve' (ROC) were originolly used (0 test the 
radar operators during World War II [28]. Since then the medical profession has 
used ROC curve, to int~rpret mwicalle't fe,ults. 
T~ ROC curve pioiS true positive rate versus false positive rate. Figure S.1 
demonst,..~te. an ROC. the black curve repre,ents the re,ull' from a succe,.,fu[ 
test. The grey diagonulline rep""ents a completely mndom data ",1 and ii{) the 
further from this line the evaluated data. set is tile more accurate the classification. 
The percentage of the area under the curve i, used as a rough ""'asure of this 
accuracy. The area i. evaluated a, in the following table. 
--
100 90% excelleut 
90 <'" goO<! 
80 70% , fair 
7" 1M pc", 
60 50% fan 
- ---
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Oiapt~'T B: Receiver operating characteristic curve 
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Images in the Fourier Domain 
This Apendix cov"" some of the aspects of manipuloting illWlges in the Fourier 
domain. 
The reference 10 high and low frequencies in an image is be'l illustratoo in Figure, 
C.l and C.2. Figure C.! has a high spatial frequency in the horizontal dim:;lioo. 
This mean' that the contr:lSt varie, periOOically, horizontally across the image. 
The periodkity is greater than the pallem in Figure C.2, and is therefore said to 
Il.lve a higher spatial frequency than the paUern in Figure C.2. This is easier 10 
understand by looking at a horimntal row iJfpixe1s ITomeach image. figw-e s C.3 
and C.4 are plots of a single row of pixe1' from Figures C.l :llld C.2 respe<:ti,-eiy. II 
is now e:lSy to see (hal the pixel values vary sinusoidally. C[}£Iverting these plot. 10 
the frequency domain and pJOILing the magnitude patt of Ihe frequency spe.;trum 
(Figures C.5 and C.6) shows that the high frequenq pattern has a fr", uency Wffi-
po"en!. (arrow in Figur~ C.5) further 10 the right than the low fre<juency pattern 
(arrow in Figure c'6). 
l1Je,e plot, also ,how a scwnd frequency wmPODent (indicated by an asterisk) OIl 
the far right of each pil>l.. Tbe,e components are the negative fre<juency compo-
nents of the piot. The reason they are plotted on ~ br right. as "pposed t" being 
plotted I" lhe left of the origin, is ba;""", computers oon't work with matrices 
thaI have negalive indices This~' not :lffe<;t the Fouri~ domain mt:lhods used 
here. but il is nevertheless impOltant 10 know where lhese component. are. This 
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Cooptcr C: Images In Ih~ F<,umr Oomain 
00.:, m~an lbal lbt: bigh fl"'<lU<'nc), C(l mponcnt! are localed in Ihe 'n"ldl~ ,)r t) , ~ 
~raph . 
A ~"npk exompl~ will ....-vc I" (:~pl :un lI" w ~~in sp;:ttial frequ,""", ... can be 
...... I\; ,~ osing the Fo<"v r donui n. Figur ... C.7 &t.::r..'s a . impk rugh f""l~ncy 
s~ SU~~ <In 31arv iilCp fUI\<.,ioo Tile hish f~~ i~ Ihe , ia ltill <Ji 
Inlernt bul bo:caust" ofil.'llooo.· ~mpl iuJd .. il i~ b<trely notice-abl .. In l'iaw-e c. 7. The 
... tV fuocItun is made up largely or 10\> fre.)U"""Y rompone'!ll.'l. 11Ie filer $ho ... n in 
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Chapter C: Imilge., in the Fourier Domain 
:ll 
Figu ... C.3: Tho ligh""''' inte",hi<, of> mo.' 0( ~'el.rrom C. I 'OOwi"~. hi£h 
spotial r ... quellCy 
Figure C.9 was designed to suppress low frequencies. TIlis fiher has low values 
for the low frequencies in the Fourier domain. and rises up to I for tM remaining 
frequencies. The Hmount or suppression i., governed by how 1m\' these value. are 
made. The frequency range {hat is suppressed~, controlled by {he width of this 
part or (he filt~r. Notice thilt thi. filter ,uppre.'.,es both the positive lind negative 
low fre.queocy componems equally. 
This filler was implemented by multiplying it with the magnitude c'Omponents of 
the original sii:na/. The product was thell rerumed to the space domain. the result 
of which can be seen in Figure C.l O. Here the original signal is plolled as a broken 
line alld the filtered signal is a solid line. The mtered signal was scaled by 10 so 
that it could easily be compared to the original signal. This scaling factor was 
du ~ to the filter dropping down to 0.1_ Notice Ihat the desired component of the 
signal wa. greatly enhanced. but the ,tep function produced a significant amount 
of distortion. This distortion is always presem, to vary degrees. and is the pritllill)' 
drawhack to Frurier domain filtering. 
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Chapter e Image< in !he Fourier Domaiu 
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Chapter C; Imag~s in the Fouri~r D<Jmain 
L_" 
j 
~---c:.~-. , ----'--------_. ,. 
In Ihi' simple ~xample it is ea,y to adjust the r.1ter So that this di,wruon is no 
longer visihle. This was dooe by adjusting the filter '0 that it rme over a larger 
frequency range. The distortion can al"" be roouced by adju'ting the level that the 
filter drops to, Making the shape of filter smoother will al,o reduc~s the distortion. 
The tradeoff is that the smoother the filter, lhe less the undesirable ffl-'quencie.' can 
be suppres>ed. Thi' can be ''''''' in Figure, ell and C. t2. 'Jbe smoother rising 
filter i, ,ltown in Figure C. J J, and its effect 00 the ,ignaJ in Figure Cll. Note that 
the step function was preserved, but aIC high frequency signal (the informafion of 
interes!) was substantially eohanced. 
This method cao be extended to two din",n,ions in order to filler the spatial fre-
quencies in image.', The Fourier domain component' are very much the ""me a. 
in the 2 dimensional exampte. with the low frequency components in the come", 
and higher frequency component' at increasing radiu,'s from the come", 
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Fip'" C.l1: The original sign.1 from Fi~", C.7. <hown :IS • broken line • .00 
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The next few pages are print outs of some of the code used in the implementation 












function out = cooc(in) 
%COOC returns the co occurance matrix for an image; 
%The matrix 'in' must only have positive integers. 
%The size of the output matrix depends on the max value of the matrix 'in'. 
%Written by Anthony Koeslag while doing his Msc in image processing. 
%17-06-2001 
siz = size (in) ; 
if min(min(in))<=O 
in = in-min(min(in))+1; 
end 
mx = max (max (in) ); 
mn min(min(in)) ; 
siz2 = mx; 
out = zeros(siz2, siz2) ; 
for x = 1:siz(1), 




xx = in(x,y); 
yy = in(x,y+1); 
end 
out (xx,yy) = out (xx,yy) + 1; 
out (yy,xx) = out (yy,xx) + 1; 
for x = 1:siz(1)-1, 




xx = in(x,y); 
yy = in(x+1,y); 
end 
out (xx,yy) = out (xx,yy) + 1; 
out (yy,xx) = out (yy,xx) + 1; 


































function out = LUDg_segmentation(tm); 
sc1 = 15; %This is the amount that the lung image is scaled down by 
%the image is scaled to speed the process up, and nothing is rea1y 
lost by doing this. 
fprintf('Reducing size\n'); 
im_reduced = reduce (im, sc1); 
clear im; 
im_thresho1ded = im_reduced; 
fprintf('Finding Edges\n'); 
%reduce image here 
im_edge = round(sca1e(abs(edge2(im_reduced», 255»; 
im_reduced = round(sca1e(abs«im_reduced», 255»; 
im_watershed-points = im_reduced.*O; 
pause(O.OOl); 
siz = size(im_watershed-points); 
fprintf('Creating points for watershed\n'); 
starting points for the watershed 
dx = round(siz(1)/5); 
dy = round(siz(2)/5); 
tmp = im_reduced(2:dx, 2:dy); %top left 
[m, iy] = min(min(tmp»; 
[m, ix] = min(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+l, iy+1) = 1; 
%this next section creates 
tmp = im_reduced(2:dx, siz(2)-dy:siz(2»; %bottom left 
[m, iy] = min(min(tmp»; 
[m, ix] = min(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy), iy+siz(2)-dy-1) = 1; 
tmp = im_reduced(siz(l)-dx:siz(l), 2:dy); % top right 
[m, iy] = min(min(tmp»; 
[m, ix] = min(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+siz(1)-dx-1, iy+1) = 1; 
tmp = im_reduced(siz(l)-dx:siz(l), siz(2)-dy:siz(2»; %bottom right 
[m, iy] = min(min(tmp»; 
[m, ix] = min(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+siz(1)-dx-1, iy+siz(2)-dy-1) = 1; 
tmp = im_reduced(round(siz(1)/2-dx/2) :round(siz(1)/2+dx/2), round(siz(2)*3/4-
dy/2) :round(siz(2)*3/4+dy/2»; %midd1e right (Lung) 
[m, iy] = min(min(tmp»; 
[m, ix] = min(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+round(siz(1)/2-dx/2), iy+round(siz(2)*3/4-dy/2» 1; 
11(1) ix(iy)+round(siz(1)/2-dx/2); 
11(2) = iy+round(siz(2)*3/4-dy/2); 
tmp = im_reduced(round(siz(1)/2-dx/2) :round(siz(1)/2+dx/2), round(siz(2)/4-
dy/2) :round(siz(2)/4+dy/2»; %midd1e left (Lung) 
[m, iy] = min(min(tmp»i 
[m, ix] = min(tmp); 
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tmp im_reduced(2:dx, round(siz(2)/2-dy/2) :round(siz(2)/2+dy/2)); %top middle 
em, iy] = max(max(tmp)); 
em, ix] =max(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+l, iy+round(siz(2)/2-dy/2)) = 1; 
tmp = im_reduced(siz(l)-dx:siz(l), round(siz(2)/2-dy/2) :round(siz(2)/2+dy/2)); 
%Bottom middle 
em, iy] = max(max(tmp)); 
em, ix] = max(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+siz(1)-dx-1, iy+round(siz(2)/2-dy/2)) = 1; 
tmp = im_reduced(round(siz(1)/4-dx/2) :round(siz(1)/4+dx/2), round(siz(2)/2-
dy) :round(siz(2)/2-1))i %top left of lung 
em, iy] = min(min(tmp)); 
em, ix] = min(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+round(siz(1)/4-dx/2), iy+round(siz(2)/2-dy)) 1; 
13(1) ix(iy)+round(siz(1)/4-dx/2); 
13(2) = iy+round(siz(2)/2-dy); 
tmp = im_reduced(round(siz(1)/4-dx/2) :round(siz(1)/4+dx/2), 
round (siz (2) 12) :round(siz(2)/2+dy)); %top right of lung 
em, iy] = min(min(tmp)); 
em, ix] = min(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+round(siz(1)/4-dx/2), iy+round(siz(2)/2)) = 1; 
14(1) ix(iy)+round(siz(1)/4-dx/2); 
14(2) = iy+round(siz(2)/2); 
tmp = im_reduced(round(siz(1)*3/4-dx/2) :round(siz(1)*3/4+dx/2), 
round(siz(2)/2) :round(siz(2)/2+1.5*dy)); %bottom right of lung 
em, iy] = min(min(tmp)); 
em, ix] = min(tmp); 
im_watershed-points(ix(iy)+round(siz(1)*3/4-dx/2), iy+round(siz(2)/2)) 1; 
15(1) = ix(iy)+round(siz(1)*3/4-dx/2); 
15(2) = iy+round(siz(2)/2); 
tmp = im_reduced(round(siz(1)*3/4-dx/2) :round(siz(1)*3/4+dx/2), round(siz(2)/2-
1.5*dy) :round(siz(2)/2-1)); %bottom left of lung 
em, iy] = min(min(tmp)); 
em, ix] = min(tmp); 






im_watershed-points(l, :) = 1; 
im_watershed-poi nts(siz(l) , :) 




%box around the image 
%join just joins up the points that define the lungs here (used to get over each 
rib) 
im_watershed-points = join (im_watershed-points, 13(1), 13(2), 12(1), 12(2)); 
%top right to middle right lung 
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im_watershed-points = join(im_watershed-points, 16 (1) , 16 (2) , 12 (1), 12 (2»; 
%bottom right to middle right lung 
i~watershed-points = join(im_watershed-points, 14 (1), 14 (2) , 11(1) , 11(2» ; 
%top left to middle left lung 
im_watershed-points = join (im_watershed-points, 15 (1) , 15 (2), 11(1) , 11(2» ; 
%bottom left to middle left lung 
pause(O.OOl) ; 
im_watershed-points = bwlabel(im_watershed-points); 
point with its own colour 
%labels each starting 
siz = size(im_reduced); 
im_thresholded = im_thresholded(l:siz(l), 1:siz(2»; 
im_watershed-points = im_watershed-points(l:siz(l), 1:siz(2»; 
fprintf('Performing watershed\n'); 
im_watershed = watershedmex(im_reduced, im_watershed-points); %Keith Forbes 
wrote this function, I just used it as is 
pause(O.OOl); %this part just chooses the results from the watershed that 
represent the lungs, and converts them to a binary image 
im_watershed = ((im_watershed==im_watershed-points(ll(l), 11(2») + 
(im_watershed==i~watershed-points(12(1), 12(2») + 
(im_watershed==im_watershed-points(13(1), 13(2») + 
(im_watershed==im_watershed-points(14(1), 14(2») + 
(im_watershed==i~watershed-points(15(1), 15(2») + 
(im_watershed==im_watershed-points(16(1), 16(2»»; 
im_watershed = scale (im_watershed, 1); 
threshold_value = max(max(im_thresholded»/3; 
n = max(max(bwlabel(im_thresholded<=threshold_value»); 
nm = 3; 
fprintf('Performing adaptive thresho1d\n'); 
%this section isn't very smart, but it works. First the threshold is worked up, 
then it is worked down 
while ((sum(sum(im_thresholded<=threshold_value»/(siz(l)*siz(2» <= 0.7)&(n > 
nm)&(threshold_value<=max(max(im_thresholded»» I (sum(sum(im_thresholded<=thresh 
old_value»/(siz(1)*siz(2» <= 0.1) 
threshold_value = threshold_value+1; 
n = max(max(bwlabel(i~thresholded<=threshold_value»); 
end 
if threshold_value >=max(max(im_thresholded»; 
n = 0; 
while (n < nm)&(threshold_value>O) 
threshold_value = threshold_value-1; 
end 
n = max(max(bwlabel(im_thresholded<=threshold_value»); 
end 
threshold_value = threshold_value+1; 
pause(O.OOl) ; 
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function out. rolling_ball(in, ball_size> 
%this function returns the surface created by the rolling ball algorithm 
%this is a 'closing' using the 'ball_size' as the smallest element 
%this function is very slow, you have been warned! 
imname = sprintf(['bal', '%O.Of', '.dat'], ball_size); 
the ball from a file (faster than generating each time 
ball_disc = scale (load (imname), 1); 
sizz = size(ball_disc); 
ball_disc = ball_disc.*ball_size; 
ball_size = sizz(l); 
matrix of the ball is slightly bigger than 'ball_size' 
in = double (in) ; 
siz = size(in); 
temp_array = zeros (siz(1)+2*ball_size, siz(2)+2*ball_size); 
%temp_array is a temporary array 
%load 
%the 
temp_array(ball_size:siz(l)+ball_size-l, ball_size:siz(2)+ball_size-l) = in; 
in = temp_array; 
clear temp_array; 
%don't need temp_array any more 
temp_array2 = in.*O; 
%temp_array2 is a temporary array 
in_size = size(in); 
last_time_check = 424242424242; 
%last_time_check is a timer variable, put an arb number in here 
tic 
for y = 1:in_size(2)-ball_size+l; 
where the ball is fitted under the matrix (in) 
for x = l:in_size(l)-ball_size+l; 
all temporary arrays 
b = in(x:x+ball_size-l, y:y+ball_size-l); 
b = b.*(ball_disc>O); 
b = b+((b==O) .*(max(max(in)))) - ball_disc; 
c = min(min(b)); 
f temp_array2(x:x+ball_size-l, y:y+ball_size-l); 
temp_array2(x:x+ball_size-l, y:y+ball_size-l) = 
f.*(((c+ball_disc) .*(ball_disc>O))<=f) + 
(c+ball_disc) .*(((c+ball_disc) .*(ball_disc>O))>f); 
end 
recent_time_check = round(lOO*(y/(i~size(2)-ball_size+l))); 
%this is 
%b, c, fare 
%timer variables used to produce a running time (just so people know the program 
hasn't hung and can go have coffee, and biscuts, and cheese cake, and bannana 
muffins, and chocolate, and cocktails, and toasted cheese and tomato on white 
bread, and albatros (with a twist of leming)) 
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fprintf('Finnish in: %dh %dm %ds\n', hr, ron, scI; 
end 
last_time_check = recent_time_check; 
end 
fprintf (' \n' I; 
pause(O.OOll; 
out = temp_array2(ball_size:siz(11+ball_size-l, ball_size:siz(21+ball_size-ll; 















function out. wavelet() 
%This program Loads in an image, and enhances detail using the wavlet transform. 





wv = 'sym4'; 
adjustments here. 
vI = [0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6]; 
%vl [0.4, 0.5, O. 6, 0.75]; 
%vl [0.95, 0.95, 0.95, 0.4]; 
%vl = [0.75 I 0.6 I 0.5, 0.4]; 






wv = 'sym4' 
wv = 'sym4' 
wv = 'sym4' 
wv 'sym16' 
wv = 'sym16' 
also selecting small section and rotating image. 
lim, com] = loadviff2('pic3.dbr'); 
im = rot90(scale(im(500:1100, 700:1300), 65535)); 
figure (1) ; 
imshow(scale(im, 1), 'notruesize'); 
pause(O.OOl); 
is brocken down into its wavlet components. 
[cal, ch1 , cv1 , cd1] dwt2 (im, wv); 
[ca2,ch2,cv2,cd2] = dwt2(ca1, wv); 
[ca3,ch3,cv3,cd3] 
[ca4,ch4,cv4,cd4] 
dwt2 (ca2, wv); 
dwt2 (ca3, wv); 
adjustment and the invers wavlet transform 
ca4b=ca4.*v1(4); 
ca3b idwt2(ca4b, ch4, cv4, cd4, wv); 
sizz size(ca3); 
%Set your wavlet here. 
%Set your contrast 
%Load the image here, 
%this is how the image 
%aply the contrast 
%WET PAINT! The 'Ca3b' 
is no long the same size as 'Ca'. This might not be the best solution. 
ca3b = ca3b(1:sizz(1), 1:sizz(2)); 
ca3b=ca3b.*v1(3); 
ca2b = idwt2(ca3b, ch3, cv3, cd3, wv); 
sizz size(ca2); 
ca2b ca2b(1:sizz(1), 1:sizz(2)); 
ca2b=ca2b.*v1(2) ; 
ca1b idwt2(ca2b, ch2, cv2, cd2, wv); 
sizz size(cal); 
calb = ca1b(1:sizz(1), 1:sizz(2)); 
ca1b=ca1b.*vl(1); 
~UCQ~a'y
::: , . ,
::: 





























im2 = idwt2(ea1b, eh1, ev1, ed1.*O, wv); 
figure (2) ; 
imshow(seale(im2, 1), 'notruesize'); 
toe 











function out. TB_s.arch() 
% Use: "mcc -m -B sgl TB_search" to compile this 
tic; 
log_name = (setstr([cd, '\log.txt'])); 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'w'); 
fprintf (log_fid, 
,**********************************************************************%s' I [13, 
10]) ; 
fprintf(log_fid, 'LOG CREATED: 
10] ) ; 
fclose (log_fid) ; 
%d-%d-%d %d:%d:%f%s', clock, [13, 10, 13, 
fprintf('\n********************************************************************* 
*\n') ; 
fprintf('* TB_search.exe was written for AMI by Anthony Koesalg 2002 
*\n' ) ; 
fprintf('* This program will load all files with extensions .dbr and . raw, 
*\n' ) ; 
fprintf('* process them and save tham as .tif files 
*\n' ) ; 
fprintf('**********************************************************************\ 
n\n') ; 
template_size = 9; %can be any number from 3 to 18. would not recogmend 3, 8 
seems to work the best. 
block_size = 100; %always prossessing 300x300 blocks, This is the step size. 
threshold = get_thresholds3; 
threshold = threshold(template_size); 
list = dir; %Start of getting the path to look in 
files = size(list); 
files = files(l); 
f = 0; 
new_dir = '\images'; 
dir_file = 'TB_search.ini'; 
dir_file_length = size (dir_file) ; 
dir_file_length = dir_file_length(2); 
for 1 = 3:files, 
end 
name = list(l) .name; 
letters = size(name); 
letters = letters(2); 
if letters == dir_file_length; 
end 
if (sum(name == dir_file)==dir_file_length)&(list(l) .isdir==O), 
f = f + 1; 
end 
if f == 0, 
































siz2 = size(new_dir); 
siz = size(dir-path); 
dir-path(siz(2)+1:siz(2)+siz2(2)) = new_dir; 
dir-path = char(dir-path); 
save (dir_file, 'dir-path'); 
%Funny thing to make the file a REAL ascii text file (actualy is another way 
round this, but its already done, so ... ) 
fid = fopen(dir_file, 'w'); 
fwrite(fid, dir-path, 'char'); 
fclose (fid) ; 
dos_com = sprintf(['md' new_dir(2:siz2(2))]); 
dos (dos_com) ; 
fprintf('- <%s> was not found.\n', dir_file); 
fprintf('- This file contains the directry in which to search for images to 
\n- process.\n\n'); 
fprintf('- <%s> was created\n', dir_file); 
fprintf('- <%s> set as the default directory.\n', dir-path); 
fprintf('- You can edit the directory in the <%s> file\n\n', dir_file); 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, '- <%s> was not found.%s', dir_file, [13, 10]); 
fprintf(log_fid, '- This file contains the directry in which to search for 
images to %s- process.%s', [13, 10], [13, 10, 13, 10]); 
fprintf(log_fid, , <%s> was created%s', dir_file, [13, 10]); 
fprintf(log_fid, , <%s> set as the default directory%s', dir-path, [13, 
10]) ; 
fprintf(log_fid, '- You can edit the directory in the <%s> file%s', 
dir_file, [13,10,13, 10]); 
fclose (log_fid) ; 
end 
%finding what path to read the images from 
fid = fopen(dir_file, 'r'); 
name = dir(dir_file); 
dir-path = fread(fid, [name.bytes, 1], 'char'); 
dir-path = setstr(dir-path'); 
original-path = cd; 
fclose (fid) ; 
cd (dir-path) ; 
list = dir; %Start of getting all image files 
list2.name = 0; 
list2.date = 0; 
list2.bytes = 0; 
list2.isdir = 0; 
files = size(list); 
files = files(l); 
f = 0; 
for 1 = 3: files, 
name = list(l) .name; 
:::  
:::  
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letters = size(name); 
letters = letters(2); 
if letters >= 4; 
if ((sum(name(letters-3:letters)==' .raw')==4) I (sum(name(letters-
3:letters)=='.Raw')==4) I (sum (name (letters-
3:letters)==' .RAW')==4»&(list(1) .isdir==O), 
name); 
ff = 0; 
nametiff = name(1:letters-3); 
nametiff = sprintf([nametiff, 'tif']); 
ff = ffind(nametiff, list); 
if ff == 0 
else 
f = f + 1; 
list2(f) .name = list(l) .name; 
list2(f) . date = list(l) .date; 
list2(f) .bytes = list(l).bytes; 
list2(f) .isdir = list(l).isdir; 
fprintf('- <%s> already exists, skipping <%s>\n', nametiff, 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, '- <%s> already exists, skipping <%s>%s', 




if ((sum(name(letters-3:letters)==' .dbr')==4) I (sum (name (letters-
3:letters)=='.Dbr')==4) I (sum (name (letters-
3:letters)=='.DBR')==4»&(list(1) .isdir==O), 
name); 
ff = 0; 
nametiff = name(1:letters-3); 
nametiff = sprintf([nametiff, 'tif']); 
ff = ffind(nametiff, list); 
if ff == 0 
else 
f = f + 1; 
list2(f) .name = list(l) .name; 
list2(f) . date = list(l) .date; 
list2(f) .bytes list(l).bytes; 
list2(f) .isdir = list(l).isdir; 
fprintf('- <%s> already exists, skipping <%s>\n', nametiff, 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, '- <%s> already exists, skipping <%s>%s', 






files = f; 
f = 0; 
if (files>0)&(sum(list2(1) .name==0)-=1)&(sum(list2(1) .name-=O)-=O), 
for 1 = l:files, 
i
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out = 0; 
name = list2(1) .name; 
letters = size(name); 
letters = letters(2); 
if letters >= 4; 
if ((sum(name(letters-3:letters)==' .raw')==4) I (sum (name (letters-
3:letters)=='.Raw')==4) I (sum(name(letters-
3:letters)=='.RAW')==4»&(list2(1) .isdir==O), 
f = f + 1; 
fprintf('loading 
(list2(1) .bytes)/1000000); 
%s %s %6.3f MB\n', name, list2(1) .date, 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, 'loading %s %s 
list2 (1) .date, (list2 (1) .bytes) /1000000, [13, 10]); 
end 
fclose (log_tid) ; 
im = loadraw2(name); 
out = 1; 
%6.3f MB%s', name, 
if ((sum(name(letters-3:letters)=='.dbr')==4) I (sum (name (letters-
3:letters)==' .Dbr')==4) I (sum(name(letters-
3:letters)=='.DBR')==4»&(list2(1) .isdir==O), 
f = f + 1; 
fprintf('loading 
(list2(1) .bytes)/1000000); 
%s %s %6.3f MB\n', name, 1ist2(1) .date, 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, 'loading %s %s 
list2 (1) .date, (list2 (1) .bytes) /1000000, [13, 10]); 
end 
fclose (log_fid) ; 
im = loadviff2(name); 
out = 1; 
%Processing files here 
if out == 1, 
%6.3f MB%s', name, 
im = template_match (log_name, im, template_size, threshold, 
block_size, name, f, files); 
end 
%Finnish processing files here 
if out == 1, 
name = name(1:letters-3); 
name = sprintf([name, 'tif']); 
fprintf ( , saving %s', name); 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, 'saving 
fc10se (log_fid) ; 
%s', name); 
imwrite (uint8 (scale(im, 256», name, 'tif'); 
list3 = dir; 
files3 size(list3); 
files3 files3(1); 
for £3 = 3:files3, 
sz size (name) ; 
sz = sz(2); 
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sz2 = sz2(2); 





%s %6.3f MB\n\n', 1ist3(f3) .date, 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid,' %s %6.3f MB%s', 









fc10se (log_fid) ; 
end 
t2 f1oor((t-t1*3600)/60); 
t3 = (t-t2*60-t1*3600); 
if f==l, 
fprintf('Finished processing %d file. Time elapsed %1.0fh %1.0fm %l.lfs \n', 
f, t1, t2, t3); 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, 'Finished processing %d file. Time elapsed %1.0fh %1.0fm 
%1.lfs %s', f, t1, t2, t3, [13,10]); 
fc10se (log_fid) ; 
end 
if f>l, 
fprintf('Finished processing %d files. Time elapsed %1.0fh %1.0fm %l.lfs 
\n', f, tl, t2, t3); 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, 'Finished processing %d files. Time elapsed %1.0fh %1.0fm 
%1.lfs %s', f, t1, t2, t3, [13,10]); 
fc10se (log_fid) ; 
end 
if f == 0 
fprintf('- No files with the extensions .dbr or .raw were found.\n'); 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, '- No files with the extensions .dbr or .raw were found.%s', 
[13, 10]); 
fc10se (log_fid) ; 
end 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf(log_fid, '- SESSION FINNISHED%s', [13, 10, 13, 10, 13, 10, 13, 10]); 
fc10se (log_fid) ; 
cd(origina1-pa th); 
out = f; 
fc10se ( 'all' ) ; 
pause; 
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function out • template_match(log_name, im, template_size, threshold, 
block_size, name, f, f2); 
out = 0; 
dsc parab_disc2(250, template_size); 
dsc = dsc - mean(mean(dsc»; 
siz size (im) ; 
blk = 300; %must always be 300 for the current thresholds! 
blk-pad = 50+template_size; 
dx = floor«siz(1)-(2*blk-pad»/block_size); %creating blocks to process 
dy = floor«siz(2)-(2*blk-pad»/block_size); 
while (blk-pad+dy*block_size+blk+blk-pad»siz(2), 
dy = dy - 1; 
end 
while (blk-pad+dx*b1ock_size+blk+blk-pad»siz(1), 
dx = dx - 1; 
end 
pd = 1; 
message = sprintf(['processing' name, , in progress. %O.Of of %O.Of files.'], 
f, f2); 
if «f-1) >= 1)&(f-=f2) 
t = toc; 
tt = (t/(f-1»*(f2-f-1); 
ttl floor(tt/3600) ; 
tt2 = floor«tt - tt1*3600)/60); 
tt3 = tt - tt1*3600 - tt2 *60; 
message = sprintf(['processing " name, , in progress. %O.Of of %O.Of files. 
ETA: %O.Ofh %O.Ofm %O.Ofs'], f, f2, ttl, tt2, tt3); 
end 
sizm = size(message); 
sizm sizm(2); 
out scale (im, 1); 
for y = l:dy, 
for x = l:dx, 
poi = im«x-1)*block_size+1: (x-1)*block_size+blk-pad*2+blk, (y-
1)*block_size+1: (y-1)*block_size+blk-pad*2+blk); %Part Of Image 
%correlate here; 
siz-p = size(poi); 
siz_d = size(dsc); 
dsc2 = corr2d(dsc, dsc); 
scl = max(max(dsc2»; 
poi2 = abs(corr2d(scale(poi, 1), dsc»; 
poi2(1:siz_d(1)*2, 1:siz_d(2)*2); 










































poi_mean = mean(mean(poi2)): 
poi = scale(poi, 1): 
%finnish correlate here: 
dxy = size(poi): 
dxy(l) = floor((dxy(1)-block_size)/2): 
dxy(2) = floor((dxy(2)-block_size)/2): 
if poi_mean >= threshold, 
end 
xl = floor((siz-p(1)-block_size)/2)+(block_size)*(x-1)+1: 
x2 = floor((siz-p(1)-block_size)/2)+(block_size)*(x): 
y1 = floor((siz-p(2)-block_size)/2)+(block_size)*(y-1)+1: 
y2 floor((siz-p(2)-block_size)/2)+(block_size)*(y): 




fprintf (' \n') : 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'): 
fprintf(log_fid, '%s', [13, 10]): 
fc10se (log_fid) : 
pd = pd+2: 
else 
fprintf('%s', message(pd)): 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'): 
fprintf(log_fid, '%s', message(pd)): 
fc10se (log_fid) : 
pd = pd+1: 
end 
log_fid = fopen(log_name, 'a+'); 
fprintf (log_fid, '%s', [13, 10]): 
fc10se (log_fid) ; 
fprintf (' \n'): 
out = toc: 
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